Dear Campers and Staff of Camp Agudah:
As I sit here and write this letter its hard to believe that another fun filled summer has come to a close.
This summer was one of change in camp starting from the beautiful new main building which our wonderful
director Meir Frishman worked so hard throughout the year to make sure it would be ready for us – thank you
so much.
A lot of people worked very hard in order to make this yearbook happen and I would like to apologize
now for anyone I may have forgotten. Firstly, I would like to express my hacoras hatov to Hashem for his ever
lasting kindness.
I would like to thank our head counselor Rabbi Kaufman for making Camp Agudah the ruach filled place that it
is.
Rabbi Karfiol, thank you for the censorship of the yearbook it would have been a different yearbook with out
you.
Rabbi Wolf, Rabbi Feivelson, Rabbi Lichtman, Rabbi Bald, Rabbi Zucker, Rabbi Neiman, thank you for
making Camp Agudah what it is and always being there for me.
Avi Taub, thank you for making this summer one of the most interesting and fun filled summers in
Camp Agudah history.
Mrs. Rand, thank you for all your computer help, sorry for making your life so difficult.
Eli Serebrowski, Sholom Lerner, thank you for taking time out of your busy hatzalah schedule to
provide all those hours of technical assistants.
Mordechi Zakatinsky, thank you for your assistance and for taking the pictures, they came out great.
Sheya Lundner, thank you for taking time out of your day and staying up all night to help type.
Thank you to all the counselors for handing in your articles on time and for helping to type them.
Reuven Schloss, thank you for all your moral support and for being there when I needed you most.
Yonah Kaplowitz, thank you for being from queens and for always being there for me.
Reuven Weinreb, thanks for all those meals I ate by your table, shabbos just wouldn’t be the same
without it.
If I left anyone out I would like to apologize again thank you for all your help in whatever it was that
you may have done.
Pinny Faska

August 12, 2007
Dear Campers and Staff,
My last year’s Yearbook letter deviated from the regular “thank you” format as a result of
the extraordinary events that took place on June 21st and the special thnas t,ghhx and ohxb that followed
allowing us to open to what turned out to be a very, very special summer season.
While it’s appropriate to get back again to that format, it’s extremely important to note that
this winter was no less filled with thnas t,ghhx and ohxb. The same thnas t,ghhx that guided us and
“made things happen” after the fire, continued throughout the planning and construction phase of the new
Main Building and Colonial.
The unusually warm winter weather, finding a contractor who was as determined to get the
job done right and on time as much as I was, the constant invaluable assistance of Rabbi Avrohom Chaim
Young – both in the design and construction phases, the full cooperation and support of the Agudath Israel
staff and baalei batim, made the impossible possible once again.
Knowing that you are all enjoying and appreciating the new spacious user friendly building
and learning with a “bit more geshmock” in air-conditioned, de-humidified classrooms, makes my 120
round-trips to camp – all 30,000 miles – worth every minute and every mile.
And now, back to the usual.
Making camp run is by no means a one man show. As RUACH COUNTRY gets bigger (and
I get older, B”H), the team approach becomes more and more important and necessary. It requires working
with many people throughout the year, not just during the eight weeks of the summer. I would like to
personally give them all a great big yasher koach; Rabbis: Belsky, Basch, Bald, Feifer, Feivelson,
Finkelman, Frischman, Halbertal, Katzenstein, Avrohom Moshe Kaufman, Krohn, Levovitz, Lichtman,
Neiman, Nusbaum, Pearl, Potchin, the wonderful team of Sruly and Rechi Schwebel, Yehuda Schwebel,
Rabbis Taub, Tikotzky, Wolf, Yarmove and Zev Zucker. Thanks also to Mrs. Kaufman, Aviva Parnes and
our very special medical team of doctors. Thanks to our very special group of learning Rabbeim headed by
the ever capable Rabbis Basch and Levovitz .Thanks to our transportation coordinator, Chesky (who also had
an important role as my ‘eyes and ears’ during the construction when I could not be on site) and his reliable
crew Gershon, YY Hirsch and Judy, the ‘Bike” Guys headed by Ephraim (Wisky) and Yanky,. The
Counselors, J.C.’s, Life Guards, Specialties, Waiters, Junior Staff and the office phone crew.
There are those who deserve special mention. The prime movers behind Ruach Country, who
work closest with me throughout the year, Rabbis Simcha Kaufman and Motty Karfiol. Their year-round
devotion is extraordinary and visible each and every day. Rabbi Kaufman has become Camp Agudah’s
vrh,h vnab every ,ca, giving his legendary ,uars ,ca which are meaningful masterpieces of ingenuity
and creativity and are enjoyed by campers and staff members of all ages, myself included. Rav Mattisyahu
Salomon, Rav Hillel David, Rav Lezer Ginsberg and Rav Chaim Dov Keller have all commented to me
marveling at his energy and creativity. In the ,ufz of their ohcrc vru,v ,mcrv, may they and their dear
Rebbetzins, who share in this great vumn, be vfuz to see continued ,ujna and ,jb from their families.
After thirty two years she still brings creativity and "good cheer" to everything she makes.
Mrs. Zahava Lankry's willingness to make each meal exciting and delicious is evident day in and day out.
May she and Rabbi Lankry be vfuz to ,jb from their children and grandchildren and gezunt to enjoy them.
I must also give special thanks to Henchi and Pearl, who keep me organized all year round. I
know it’s getting harder and harder for them as the years go by. I am truly fortunate and grateful to work
with them and I thank them from the bottom of my heart for their continuous and dependable dedication.
Thanks also to Aidee Richman for conscientiously pursuing the ‘numbers’.
In his quiet and unassuming manner, he always gets the job done right .... the first time. As
the true vru, ic he is, Reb Shimon’s job never got in the way of his finding time to spend in the arsn ,hc.
I am eternally grateful to him for making my job much, much easier and for setting the bar higher. Thank
you to his crew, as well, Yehuda and Yossi Friedman (who is still on loan to Camp Bnos), Sani, Boruch,
Shloimie, and the jack of all trades 24/7 always there and helpful, Yaakov Kaplan. And fitting in perfectly –
the newest member of the team, Shmuely Schechter. and what would we all do without our IT specialist,
programmer, voice mail maintainer and resident EMT before during and after the summer, Eli Serebrowski.
Last, but not least, mega thanks to my "Aishes Chayl", Chanie, who besides putting up with
me and my schedule – especially this past year, always finds the time to be available and helpful, despite her
own very busy schedule.
It's now time to close chcj irujt irujt, many thanks to all the campers for making this
season such a phenomenal success.
Sincerely,
Meir Frischman
Director

From the desk of…

Rabbi Kaufman

Head Counselor

Camp Agudah

Dear Campers,
As I sit down to write these few words for you, I really can’t believe that this summer is over and we are
returning back home. It was a beautiful, successful, and exciting summer. Aside from seeing how much you
enjoyed all the wonderful activities that took place day and night in camp, it was most gratifying for me to see
you not only daven, learn as Bnei Torah, but live your daily life 24 hours a day as such. You truly fulfilled
B’Chol Derachecha Dei-ayhu in a spectacular way and were Mekadeish Sheim Shomayim.

When you pack your trunks remember to put in everything that you learned here in camp and practice it
all year long as only a true CAMP AGUDAH RUACH Country boy can do with a RUACH COUNTRY
Neshoma.

Your Head Counselor,
Rabbi Simcha Kaufman

From the desk of…

Rabbi Basch

Learning Director

Camp Agudah

Dear Campers,
As another wonderful summer draws to a close we must all express much hakoras hatov to the Ribono
Shel Olam for once again giving us the opportunity to spend our summer in an atmosphere of Kedusha and
Taharah away from negative influence of the outside world and living amongst Bnei Torah in a Makom Torah.
The thousands of hours of limud HaTorah learned by our campers, Masmidim and staff members, should stand
as a Zechus for Acheinu Bais Yisroel and protect them from Kol Tzorah Shelo Tavo.
This year once again in addition to our very successful learning program-staffed by a super group of
learning Rabbeim, many hundreds of additional learning hours were learned in the senior leagues Kollel Erev
and the Shabbos afternoon learning program, which packed the Masmidim Bais Medrash week after week.
Camp Agudah’s learning really never ended – whether it was the day after a majot trip, major play, OAR, color
war etc. our campers were out there doing their best and trying thei hardest to be Mekayim the mitzvah of
V’salmud Torah K’neged Kulam. We are truly very proud of the best Talmidim in the world-the campers of
Camp Agudah.
May you all be Matzliach in the year ahead and may we together greet Moshiach Tzidkainu and spend
next summer in Camp Agudah B’Yerushalayim

Rabbi N.H. Basch
Learning Director

Bunk Aleph Plus

”AUTHOR OF…”
Chaim Lieberman-CCYaakov Sprecher-CCAvi Heineman-CCYaakov Abramczyk-CC-

Tips on how to pick an off day
Grilling-A nightmarish experience
Easy learning on sealing envelopes
Waiting the masmidim way

Gavriel Engelson
Yakov Feivelson
Aaron Feivelson
Yitzchok Frischman
Yehuda Goldberg
Nosson Boruch Halbertal
Pinny Jurkowitz
Dovid Kadin
Avrohom Yochanan Lax
Shloimy Levitansky
Yakov Mitnick
Aaron Stefansky
Yisroel Meir Steinberg
Yehuda Viener
Avromi “Goody” Goodfruend
Reuven Goldbaum
Yanky Blobstein
Chaim Glicher
Avrohom Braun
Hersh Neirenberg
Shlomo Chaim Kizelnik
Menachem Tepper
Abba Florans
Avaraham Kalikstein

How to flip a canoe with your counselor in it
Dominating dodge ball with ease
How to find a gun
Becoming director in 3 easy steps
How to disappear and never be found
Acrobatics made easy
The journey from minus to plus- an autobiography
Pre-grilled hot dogs may be tasty
Ten reasons to not go swimming
Ten reasons to go swimming
Growing bigger than your older brother- the American pastime
Why counselors should have a special bill in the canteen just for their campers
The tricks and skills of frog catching
Why boating should be a daily activity
The diary of a team reject/office boy/”smid”
How to accept the fact that you are ugly (a sequel to his bestseller “Face it-You’re ugly!”)
How to be Geshmak the lifeguard way (getting sunburned included)
Learning to use a rumor to your advantage
Umbrellas at the pool? Makes more sense than it sounds!
Arranging a basketball game-the Neirenberg way
Arranging a basketball game- anything but the Neirenberg way
How to beat the heat- a lifeguard’s manual
Why breaking someone’s glasses during a basketball game deserves a technical
Why Elchonon Lieberman ignored me on visiting day

June 27, 2007
First Day of Camp

Bunk Aleph Minus

IF
Yackov Gelansky-CCMuttie Kohn -CCYisroel Lowenthal-CCYossi Meisner –CC-

wasn’t afraid of the nurse
didn’t have hot sauce while not working on a play day
would have taken his off day
wants to be a day camp counselor for a third time

Menachem Feder
Yehuda Leib Feifer
Avraham Friedman
Tzvi Yehuda Joselit
Shaul Chaim Kaufman
Meir Simcha Lichtman
Ezriel Scheiner
Yehuda Leib Stefansky
Yehoshua Neumann
Menacham Feinzeig

would stop wanting to get things from the canteen
would miss an activity
was the first one dressed after swimming
wasn’t by his bungalow twelve times a day
didn’t want to go to the canteen
stopped eating cheese
was not the last one out of the pool
went one meal without making a concoction
would rather be a JC
would not blush when his chant is sung
THEN WE WOULD TAKE HIS TEMPERTURE

June 28, 2007
First nite swim in heated pool

Bunk Aleph Aleph

YOU KNOW SOMETHING
SOMETHING IS WRONG IF…
IF…
Shaya Winiarz -CCChaim Glicher -CC-

Wins RAG
Learns how to make a BBQ

Avrohom Elbaz
Meir Simcha Gross
Mordechai Karpensprung
Levi Kornbluth
Mordechai Lax
Nechemia Schechter
Mordechai Viener
Shimon Weinberger

Doesn’t try to get guys to smile
Doesn’t know all the background information about something
Wants to play sports all day
Ask me to buy him canteen
Gets excited over game
Doesn’t want to play sports all day
Wins RAG
Wins RAG

June 29, 2007
First Friday of camp

Bunk Aleph

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
TESTAMENT
Yechiel Shimon Aharonof -CCRaphael David -CC-

To win Color War
To win Color War

Tzvi David

To announce a Yankee game with John Sterling and Susan
Waldman
To ride his unicycle on a high rope between 2 poles.
To run Camp Agudah
To get the cubicle
To be in Mechina
To take first base the whole game
To sleep on a bottom bed
To have swimming all four activities
To find a book he didn’t read
To do what ever he wants without anyone telling him what to do
To have his party at 2 in the morning

Shalom Fink
Tzvi Frischman
Yehoshua Garfinkel
Shragy Gold
Shmuel Krzywanowski
Yosef Lewis
Yaakov Zev Pearl
Aryeh Schoor
Chaim Yisroel Stefansky
Shmuel Tepfer

June 30, 2007
First Melava Malka of the summer

Bunk Bais

WERE #2 BECAUSE....
Avi Feinzeig -CCEli Fogel -CC-

Second half rocked!
Well we were....until Eli got on the team

Yossi Abramczyk
Eli Goldberg
Uri Greenberg
Nuti Hershkowitz
Zevi Kahan
Yitzchok Krasnow
Sholom Mordechai Krohn
Yaakov Moshe Nathan
Michael Rabinowitz
Mordechai Rosenberg
Avrumi Shalitzky
Chaim Teitz
Chanoch Glicher
version 5.1 beta
Shlomo Moshe Fixler
Ralph David
First half
Moshe Meisner
Yaakov Aberbach

What?! Yossi is number 1
Wants to and will be in the Yeshiva Boys Choir
Said two words ...
Has too much to do
Has too much fun
Is a natural
“Okay, fine were #1. wtvr. I’ll be in the GDR”
Is too good at basketball
Discusses it with the bunk
Wants to go to Torah Temima
“Hey! Why didn’t anyone tell me that?”
Was in the bunk for just two nights
Has to have a brand new Treo 700wx with Windows Mobile
Second half rocked!
“It’s obvious! Aleph is one, that’s why!’
-Add 30
Was missed second half.... and beyond!
He aint.... upgraded way beyond!
July 1, 2007
First Basketball game against Toras Chaim

Bunk Gimmel

WHEN THE FIRE ALARM WENT OFF…
Yosef Simcha Birnbaum -CCYehoshua Neumann -JCZvi Schwadel –CCEli Brand- JC-

Was in Simcha Agudah as a Life Guard Counselor
Was by his bed in bunk Beis{?!}, Saying a story
Was by the Masmidim / Yeshiva
Was by Lamed Beis

Shimon Moshe Dahan
Levi Eisen
Eliezer Frank
Ushy Friedman
Shlomo Zalman Greenberg
Yehuda Hartman
Yeshaye Dovid Heller
Eliyohu Katzenstein
Meir Klein
Aron Hillel Kohn
Chaim Dovid Meshizahav
Elbaz
Yitzchok Nusbaum
Yehoshua Parnes
Avraham Chaim Perlman
Dov Rosenfeld
Ariel Sally
Moshe Avigdor Teigman
Shimmie Weinberger
Meyer Frischman
Shimon Teller
Shmully Mintz
Naftoli Booksoon
Asher Anshel Zelishovsky
Elimelech “Filly” Oshinsky
Nosson Aryeh Schneck

Was not there
Was giving me one of his great smiles
Was either reading in bed or learning in the Beis Midrash
Was sleeping ……. And complaining
Was getting me food from the GDR (Major hook up, Thanx a lot!)
Changed his socks and went to cocoa club ( 4 a.m.!)
Was changing league teams and listening to gelt! (Lipa rocks!)
Was by “all” activities
Stayed sleeping in his bottom bed
Rollerbladed around the bunk and cleaned up his bed
Was dressed like a 1940s paperboy (The hat looks great on you) and was
Was whisteling with his fingers in the canteen
Was running the canteen
was cracking me up (you’re great!)
Was learning Mishnayos
Was teaching the guys how to play cards and was trying to beat up the JC
GONE FISHING
stuck his head out of the window and inspected the younger hill
Was stealing his bed back and was opening chiefs packages
too much to write about (spit, laundry bag, yelling, etc.)
Put his laundry basket back into the bunk
wanted to play Mafia
Will still want to have been a battery (“AA”)
Got his ices for standing still for 2 minutes
Will still want me to have written something about “tipish”

July 2, 2007
Carnival Day

listening to Gad

Bunk Daled

IF HE HAD AN OFF DAY…
DAY…
Chanoch Glicher -CCShlomo Moshe Fixler -CCBZ Szlafrok -JC-

Wait……He always has an off day
Would go to sleep by activities
Would be sweeping the bunk

Yaakov Avigdor
Elimelech Fruchthandler
Azriel Dovid Gleiberman
Avrohom Naftali Gross
Pinny Jacobs
Chaim Tzvi Kadin
Aharon Oustatcher
Chananya Schorr
Shlomie Schron
Moshe Srour
Chaim Yitzchok Wenger
Moshe Fogel
Herring & Eier Kichel
Erny
Chesky Rosenberg
Hillel Weinreb
Dani Stein
Yaakov Taub

Would go take a shower by Masmidim
Would be learning Mishnayos
Would be making a BBQ with Flix’s brownie bars
Would still be packing for the trip
Would come back to camp at 11:30 PM
Would be a head counselor for a day
Would eat marshmallow fluff with frog legs
Would not be here to smile at his counselors
Would stay in camp
Would go fishing while eating a bucket of ice
Would go fishing with Moshe
Would try to get another job in less than 2 hours
CHIRP CHIRP
TREFF
Would NOT go on an airplane because he gets nauseous
Would go to Wal-Mart to return BOTH of HIS remote control cars
Would be wagging his tail
Would go back for a BBQ....6½ going up….Vehamaven Yuven
GO GREATNECK!!!!!!!
July 3, 2007
Gorgeous day in camp

Bunk Hay

“IF THE BUNK WOULD BE
BE ON FIRE”
Shlomo Tepper -CCNaftoli Abramczyk -JCShully Pollack –JCAvi David
Levi Yitzchak Goldman
Shlomo Goodman
Yitzi Hamburger
Binyomin Kahan
Zalman Krasnow
Paysach Levitt
Dovid Liss
Elisha Loeb
Shraga Aryeh Noble
Eli Samuels
Yechezkel Sorscher
Dovid Stimmel
Zevy Ungar
Yitzchok Wax
Yosef Weiss
Erny
Chesky
Dani
Hillel
Sruly
Meir Papa
Sholom Lerner
Yaakov Taub
Yossi Shafer
Chanoch

Would have to “GO” again....lend out his cell...give shafer kooved....text someone....go to office......ump third...and
then go to Great Neck
Would beat me in the world series....lend out his cell.....makes sure his “cubicle” is “perfectly” clean.......and then
move to Flatbush
Would be in Bay Keita “masmidim” playing basketball
Would grab his radio
Would grab his keyboard and scale
Would grab his can of frogs and put on his yellow boots
Would be on his counselors cell at the canteen
Would grab “The Will”
Would grab a bentcher............... Yehoshua Nechama Parnasa
Would take his hockey stick and go to Atlanta
Would un-tuck his shirt and make a sholom zochor
Would grab his toothbrush
Would grab his teffilah dollars
Would grab his “garlic knots, corn chips” and basketball
Would ask Teps to make his cubbies (dimple)
Would be the “FIRST” one out, with his sushi
Would grab his devil sticks and then take a haircut
Would grab the Mitzvah books and his red crocs
Would leave to quiet for anyone to realize
Would be sleeping or taking a faher
Would say NO to zev and go to R’ Schorr for shalosh seudos
Would grab my “Grinding” machine......his tefilah dollars....go to my bungalow......text my uncle....and then tell R’
Kaufman
WOULD BE IN GREAT NECK!!!!!! Or chevra mavir sedra with his remote control car
Would grab everyone’s food....line a ball to left and answer a “restricted” phone call
Would call the rosh....brush his hair....fix his shirt and learn a little
Would “buff” a call...get his own lights and sirens and then type in the berachos
Would be in L.A.....tell a “scary” Simon Shapiro story.....call zalman to the porch.....learn how to clap and make a
“good” prank call
Would grab his “clipboard”....be on the team....win a world series....shtultz me out because he’s to geshmak...... and
go to shop rite (without me)
Would get “nice” new glasses and drive his remote control to Great Neck

July 4, 2007
Liberty night / Neighborhood day breakout

Bunk Vov

CAMP AGUDA WILL HAVE COACH BUSSES BY THE TIME
TIME
Hillel Weinreb -CCbuys a remote control coach bus
Kalman Yosef Katlowitz -JCgets an official position on the baseball team
Mordechai Levitan-JC 1st half- get the job the full summer
Reuven Moshe Chicheportiche
Yoni Fine
Yechiel Greenwald
Yaakov Yisroel Krohn
Moshe Hillel Kroizer
Yitzi Mandel
Yaakov Pruzansky
Yosef Chaim Rambod
Moshe Rubinstein
Eli Schlosser
Shloimy Schron
Yehoshua Teitelbaum
Reuven Tepper
Azriel Wasser
Akiva Wasser

Master the Diablo
stays in camp for a shabbos
has the best shot in the age group
sleeps in the bunk
remembers his jacket from the dinning room
gets a messed up hair style
starts going swimming
gets nails for his wall
stops going to his brother
stops eating all the food on the table
stops listening to country yossi
gets an automatic closing door
goes to sleep on time
look at Akiva
look at Azriel
Greatneck Rocks

July 5, 2007
Neighborhhod day – winner was Boro Park

Bunk Zayin

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
TESTAMENT
Chesky Rosenberg -CCAvrumi Ehrenreich -CC-

The team, and to leave tv
A voice, his own chant, and some rigs

Yehuda Butler
Dovid Davidowitz
Boruch Eidelman
Chaim Eisenberg
Pinchos Menachem Flamer
Moshe Fried
Akiva Gelber
Hillel Gold
Chaim Yisroel Goldstein
Chaim Tzvi Gutman
Elazar Halberg
Moshe Levenson
Akiva Nakdimen
Yechiel Pinter
Nosson Sender
Yehoshua Szanzer
Chaim Tzvi Florans
Uri Fleishman
Eliyahu Ishakov
My Bro Baruch
Chanoch
Dani
Gedalya Wielgus
Gitlis
Jack Taub
Reuven
Schwedels
Teps
Lebo
Boruch Shapiro

Exclusive rights to know the night activity
the night before
To get his chant on the mike and for Chesky to be his personal punching bag
To be the last one to go to sleep every night
A bed in camp
Nothing, he found his watch
Not to always be so exhausted
To show up for zemiros and to know what he was rated
To be louder then Uncle Max
For teffila dollars to be given out in the city also
Swimming all four activities
To REALLY beat up Chesky
For England to be known and heavy poundage on the yellow crocks
To actually be with the rest of the bunk
To wear his bathing suit year round and to have a cousin in the bunk
His own phone
To live in Kiryas Sanz
R’ Shlome on the boom box 24/6
To always be mentioned in the kudos
For camp to follow the Sefardi shitas
To have finished the job on Anisfeld
Nothing, you got the new glasses
Mussaf, and a paintball gun to shoot Chanoch with
Something to rant about and to come with me for pizza
A bike and to be known as The Fish
LA
To still be known as a camper
To Shtel Tsoo
To be on the team
To actually deserve the money
A job the whole half and to be a real leader

July 7, 2007
Ice cream truck comes to camp

Bunk Ches

NOBODY KNOWS WHY
Sruli Gray -CCGedalia Diamond -JC-

Is not a big eater!!! And always takes off on Thursday
Got a JC job this half and is always eating

Shmuel Berger
Levi Berkowitz
Yaakov Chonon Ely
Ari Greenberg
Tovia Greenspan
Shlomo Yechiel Hochman
Tzvi Hoffman
Zevi Katz
Ari Lichtschein
Yisroel Meir Meisner
Shimon Dov Nussbaum
Naftali Rosenberg
Feivy Safier
Asher Schiffenbauer
Yisroel Meir Schulman
Chaim Sittner
Dani Stein

Is always brushing his teeth
Can make lineup in less than three minutes
Always sweeps the bunk
Is such a good server
Cubbies are so neat
Is not in camp Govoah
Wants to be a JC
Got the most teffilah dollars
Is always reading
Got a bottom bed this half
Brings so much food to camp
Is such a big Met fan
Is not in a Torah Vadath bunk
Sleeps with his mouth open
Is always smiling
Always needs his siddur
Did not buy Sruli Gray soda for Shabbos

July 8, 2007
Visiting Day – Basketball game against old timers

Bunk Tes

THE DAY AFTER CAMP…
Shimon Diamantstein -CCWill still be in his cubicle, asleep of course
Manachem Dovid Neuberger -JC- Will be receiving a manual on “counseloring”, from Shimon Diamanstein
Yisroel Meir Glick
Dovid Goldberg
Avi Greenberg
Ahron Hager
Dovid Herbsman
Shmueli Horowitz
Yisroel Katzenstein
Nechemia Leffel
Yehudah Levi
Meir Rabinowitz
Leor Rubin
Avrumie Rubinstein
Shimon Spiegel
Boruch Steinmetz
Shlomie Vinitsky
Mordechai Weis
Yehuda Leib Zucker
Pesach Zuckerman
Menachem Tepper
Yoni Leshkowitz

Will be calling Shimon to check if he’s awake
Censored
Censored
Will be looking for Shimon
Will be asking the gabiy of his shul for a scratch off
Will be killing the steps outside his house (due to his new, polished slap shot)
Will be dreaming about a “Yekishe Novimismtke yeshiva”
Will be planning on how to make sure Baruch will be able to hear, when he screams good shabbos
Will be forced to put away all his Mets t-shirts, due to the yeshivas policy
Wont be mixed up where to go (tes or yud)
Will go looking for a new lake to work at
Will make sure to get to shul as quick as possible to reserve his spot at the bima
Will still be in camp packing up all the clothing that surprisingly popped up under his blanket
Will still be in camp packing all his shabbos food and the mess he left in front of his JC bed (I’m
only kidding)
Will re-stock on pickles
Will finally relies that there was nothing behind those stickers
Will shock his mother and sweep the whole house (after all the training in camp)
Will send the whole bunk David’s delicious cookies
Will be applying for a lifeguard job (since he rather it than a JC)
Will be free from making lineup (even though he never went during the summer)

July 9, 2007
Sofer arrives in camp / First play for the summer

Bunk Yud

IF I WERE COUNSELOR…
Pinny Kanner -CCAsher Ordentlich -JC-

I am a counselor
I would be less strict

Avi Akerman
Avi Bojman
Shlomo Brecher
Moshe Cohen
Eliezer Gershenfeld
Shlomo Zalman Hertz
Reuven Knobel
Menachem Nachum Nierenberg
Asher Zelig Pearl
Meir Rabinowitz
Chananya Schachter
Zvi Schwartz
Eliezer Shurkin
Pinchus Shurkin
Menachem Sussman
Gershon Szanzer
Simcha Wilner
Yecheske Yanofsky
Aaron Zats

I would be Geshmak (and fair)
I would be on Agudah’s basket ball team
My JC would know he’s a JC
I would be a day camp counselor
I would take another day off
I would darshan to my bunk all day
I would not let anybody bother the JC
I would let campers do what they want
I would find a better time for the yearbook article
I would stay in bunk yud
I would bring “real” speakers
I would let my bunk stay up all night
I would get the top bed from the begining
I would play gameboy all day
I would buying campers free cell phones
I would be the best counselor in camp
I would not make my campers go to sports
I would crack jokes all day
I would run a loshon hara program

July 10, 2007
Nite swim / Bowling at Kiamesha Lanes / Night mini golf

Bunk YudAleph

I DID NOT KNOW ABOUT IT WHEN…
Yonah Kaplovitz -CCYoinie Leshkowitz -JC-

Knew that he was a counselor
Slept from cleanup through lunch

Mendy Eckstein
Simcha Florans
Shmuel Frenkel
Chaim Gelber
Yehuda Leib Ickowics
Shimmy Klein
Zevi Kramer
Shlomo Leiser
Eliezer Nimchinsky
Yosef Chaim Rosenblum
Moshe Yosef Rubin
Shloimi Rubinfeld
Moshe Zev Schachter
Yosef Chaim Siff
Mordechai Weinberger
Boruch Nosson Weinreb
Yehuda Meir Esral
Yitzchok Wiggins
Yaakov Rosenberg
Tzvi Huttman
Binyomin Greenberg

Was worrying about something and forgot to wash his Yankees cap
Was woken up in the morning
Was eating lots of franks
Stayed for the entire meal
Went to sleep late
Said what he meant to say
Slept in a clean bed
Was listening to his flashlight
Was making trouble
Was using the payphone
Was being very quiet
Was wearing pantsat night
Got a scratch off
Was called by his first name
Was sitting towards the front
Snuck out to the ranch to play hockey
Was a “Yiddisha Redneck”
Said “Hello what the heck”
He was game but Karfiol was by his bed
it was “My bad”
Head was in the right spot

July 11, 2007
Trip to Govoha & Zoom Flume

Bunk YudBais

IF DREAMS WOULD COME TRUE…
Asher Egert -CCCamp would be longer than 2 months
Eliyahu Basch
would be able to tell every 1 that he can eat more frank’s than you can.
Eli Bertram
would be able to shoot brissel grass at his counselor (JC-what ever that
means)
Daniel Bressler
would still be the champ of a diablo while being a stand up comedian
Tzvi Eliezer Caplan
would have “misnayos” growing off trees & coming threw the note’s of his sax-phone
Chaim Goldschmidt
would always be able to shmooze with his counselor after cerfew see
Yehudah
Melman
Akiva Landsberg
would be receiving “tefilah” $ at a growing rate
Yehuda Mehlman
would be able to play step-ball in front of the bunk for all 4 activities see Chaim
Goldschmit
Chaim Yona Nulman
would be able to have the same story played in the bunk night after night
Shmuel Tzvi Scheiner
would be able to have a bed in camp that has springs & would be getting drinks to hold
up his bed
Meshulam Silk
would be to have his father come to camp every day to bring an oneg
Yehuda Leib Wolf
would be to only be by the most “geshmacke” activities around
Shimshy Bresher
would be married by 18 & all the campers will still be chanting his cheer
Yitzy Libowitz
would have gotten an 8th grade bunk
Mordy Lichtenfeld
would have able to be color war general right after being rag general
Reuvain Weinreb
would be able to almost wear a shirt
Yossi Shafer
would still be very very “vild”
Yaakov Aberback
would still be playing center field even when the lights go out
Herby
will still be calling campers over to find out where they are going & will still
be
trying to find out what boot leg means.

July 12, 2007
Staff baseball game vs. Camp Morris / First BBQ of first trip

Bunk YudGimmel

IF BUNK YUD GIMMEL WOULDN’T HAVE
HAVE A COUNSELOR OR JC:
Raphael Stern -CC-

Would finally get some quality time with his shoplifted items (Calvin and
Hobbes, The Far Side, the rest of his books, pretzels, Juicy Fruit, the rest of his
food, sanity, snowmobiles, pocket knife, Ipod, palm pilot, hammer, peace of
mind, and last but not least: his privacy)
Moshe Feivelson -JCNight: off, Day: off, Time to reach: meal time
Yehuda Aryeh Brecher
Would still be playing game boy
Motti Freund
Would still be playing volleyball in the bunk
Dovid Gewirtz
Would go to Dani Stein for teffilah dollars
Yaakov Gluck
Would nail Sammy into his wall with crocs
Shlomo Goldstein
Would finally memorize his Pshetel
Nosson Harari
Would steal all the healthy food in the bunk
Zelig Heller
Would finally get someone to go cliff jumping with him
Shia Nussbaum
Would still help Leibish
Eliyahu Schuck
Would finally get his palm card
Shmuel Yitzchok Schwartz Would be quiet
Yehudah Snow
Would label every object he owns
Yaakov Snow
Would finally join the Mobiles
Dov Teitz
Would open a shuttle to Benosenu
Shmuly Waldman
Would still be crunched up in a ball- sleeping
Yehuda Leib Weinrib
Would move in to Yud Alef
Kasriel Zakutinsky
Would open up a cap store for Yaakov
Yaakov Yitzchok Bookspan Would become Asher Eggerts JC
Bunk Yud Gimmel
Would get REALLY REALLY FAT
July 15, 2007
First Day of Payday

Bunk YudDalled

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
TESTAMENT
Dani Stein -CCYosef Joselit -JC-

to be a skunk zoologist
a brush for mountain creek

Yaakov Beer
Yehuda Benjamin
Eliyohu Simcha Berkowitz
Sruli Botwinick
Yosef Cohen
Dovid Simcha Ginzberg
Dovid Golding
Shlomo Keilson
Ashi Kelman
Menashe Kunstlinger
Shlomo Lazarus
Chaim Zanvil Loeb
Shmuely Monoker
Avi Muchnik
Motti Pomerantz
Shuki Scherman
Moshe Zaks
Yitzchok Lebo
Sruly Gray
Shlomo Tepper
Yonah
Isbee
Chesky Rosenberg
Tzvi
Benzy
Y. Taub
Gedalya Wielgus
Alty
Shimshy
Moti

to be the next rocket launcher in camp Agudah
not to be always picked on
to use the staff showers even when his back isn’t hurting
to wake Dani up every morning at 5:30 am
to stay in camp the entire 2nd trip
to become a real monkey
nothing because he is happy with everything he has
a 10 foot personality
to blast music in the bunk day and night
to be pointguard like his older bro
to get someone to chill for him
for the yanks to win the world series and boston to miss the playoffs
to be able to dribble a basketball past Dani without it getting stolen
to find out why the grass is always greener on the other side
to be able to do anything he wants whenever he wants
a hair salon in the bunk
a new seat by davening
to daven Kaballes Shabbos and get a bigger bonus then Dani
to have a bed in masmidim
a potty on the bus
to hacoocaracha with Daskal
a major league ump for the world series
a longer bathing suit
to realize hotels these days provide blankets
to have been caught the other 5 times he left At 1 am with Asher Salsberg
to beat Dani in Highland Park..... He didn’t!!
to really be chilled out and not ........
9th grade
another free phone
to allowed back to Eretz Yisroel

July 16, 2007
2nd day of Payday / OAR Breakout

Bunk TesVov

IF HE WERE ONE OF THE
THE POLLACKS
Gedalya Wielgus -CC-

would have trouble finding a shidduch

Ephraim Aszknazy
Yehoshua Babad
Velvel Engelson
Yakov Chaim Glustein
Gershy Hershkowitz
Chaim Leib Koplowitz
Avrohom Eli Leibiker
Motty Matyas
Yosie Nebenzahl
Moshe Pinter
Yitzy Schertzer
Yisroel Tzvi Schwartz
Aaron Shapiro
Shaul Simon
Yakov Teitz
Dovid Tikotzky
Gershy Tress
Moshe Katz
Aryeh Wielgus
Shimshy Brecher
Shmully Hirsch
Reuven Weinreb
Heshie Klein
Asher Egert
Yitzy Lebo
Alty Pearl
Tank
The Kizzys
Motty Edelstien

would be the highest rated Pollack; a 12
would steal sweatshirts from campers
would be the 1st Pollack up in the morning
would work in bnoseinu
would never get bar-mitzvahed
would be the best acting Pollack
would be able to take revenge on the kid from bunk yud
would be the only Pollack in Gedalya’s night seder shiur
would still be “underrated”
would be even better at cleaning up
would lend out his basketball
would be asleep by lights out
would be the biggest ko-kosh eating Pollack
would not be able to stand next to Rabbi Kaufman during davening
would not be able to tackle his counselor
would be able to play polish songs on his keyboard
would still have that innocent look
woops, he’s not in my bunk
would be the only Mexican Pollack
would still be friendly with Irus Namssetog
would be a retarted Pollack
would publish his book “Pollacks with ad, hey let’s go bike riding”
would still like Dougies and be uncool
would have better sleeping quarters
would go back to Merkaz; woops he did anyway
would be forced to work in 7th grade
would not be able to marry a “muvhak” (holy shabbos)
would actually work
would get a line in my article

July 17, 2007
First day of OAR

Bunk TesZayin

ONIONS ARE HORRIBLE BUT HOT SAUCE MAKES UP FOR THEM BECAUSE
Yaakov Aberbach -CC-

holds an agudah record and is on the practice squad

Dovid Noach Adelman
Ahron Dovid Cohen
Heshy Eisner
Meir Feigelstein
Mordechai Jurkowitz
Avi Kornfeld
Avraham Langer
Dovid Lieber
Menachem Romand
Dovid Schwartz
Sender Shaul Shulman
Yoel Sontag
Mordechai Wein
Nesanel Weinstock
Shimshy Brecher
Moti Edelstein
Asher Eggert
Avi Feinzeig
Chaim Gitelis
Pesach Herbstman
Nechemia Isbee
Avraham Kalikstein
Yona Kaplowitz
Yitzi/y Lebowitz
Shloime Leshkowitz
Sruli Loeb
Moshe Meisner
Shmully Meth
Meir Papa
Menachem Tepper
Reuvain Weinreb
Gedalia Wieligus
My Choshuve Jcs
Bunk Chof-Daled

sleeps at sleep-away camp
is an all-star defenseman
doesn’t let Abdullah steal his game boy
is allowed to sit on his own bed
didn’t beat his counselor in a shootout when his counselor was wearing sneakers and a cap
is not inquisitive
has polo shirts
goes to Shloime Aberbach’s colony
matches perfectly on visiting day
is the defending sunflower eating champion
controls the bunk volume
will one day not have something about mishnayos in his line, he’ll have gemora kaballa…
has a booming voice and supplies the sauce
protects the world from bees
mazel tov!
will name Aberbach captain of the football team
ironically doesn’t have a cubicle (sorry Asher), while Aberbach was mekayim his last will from bunk bais
is in YBC
is Jack because he is Snake because he is Fox and supports the PFP
made a q I can still feel
revolves and knows that Zegit keeps Naman in check
is king of Tashbar and is included in every car service
is the best counselor in his age group
Got food for us on Shabbos
was with me in bunk ches
still drives, sometimes, and got paid for making money
either dropped out of Rebbe or graduated early
keeps the matzav going
will be a ninth grade counselor next summer with me
thanks for mopping, this is your reward
went with me to Camp Lodge
had a l’chaim in Dougies
let me do all the work
was the best bunk in Camp Lodge first half

July 18, 2007
Second day of OAR – winner was orange

Bunk YudZayin

IF HE WOULD BE COUNSELUR
COUNSELUR
Shimshy Brecher -CC-

Would be counselor of bunk Yud Zayin

Eliyahu Abisror
Avi Feivelson
Avi Hoch
Chaim Dovid Jacobowitz
Moshe Katz
Shraga Katz
Pinchus Kraut
Avraham Lankry
Moshe Mayer
Menachem Moshe Neumann
Efrayim Rupp
Avi Schultz
Eliyahu Shereshevsky
Yisroel Zev Stern
Eli Tepfer
Levi Tepper
Avrohom Chaim Thurm
Motti Edelstein
Gedalya Wielgus
onlysimchos were nice)
Yona Kaplowitz
Nechemia Izbee

Would get his bunk quadruples of rib steak
Would still stand in the back during davening
Would buy each one of his campers an individual fridge and speakers
Would not take his campers down to the lake
Would teach his entire bunk karate and jajiczu
Would still receive all of the tefila dollars
Would still be the only one left to cleanup after the barbeques
Would buy each one of his campers a personal bug swapper
Would wear a pink hat for davening
Would sit in every possible seat during Davening
Would send each of his campers a fax during every meal (what words did I
leave out)
Would receive more Shabbos packages for his bunk from his brother in Camp Stolin
Would still wake up with 30 seconds left to lineup and make it on time
Would wear socks, even to davening
Would sleep and shower in clogs
Would buy each kid in his bunk a personal broom stick ( Thanx for all the
cleanups)
Would complain that he missed lineup since none of his campers woke him up
Would actually take a league team
Would stop coming back late at night with his suit and tie ( Mazel Tov, The
pictures on
Would get a 7th grade bunk
Would go on the Masmidim trip to Toronto

July 19, 2007
Lazy Day

Bunk YudChes

BUNK YUD CHES WAS THE
THE MOST “VILD” AND “CHILLED”
“CHILLED” BUNK IN CAMP
BECAUSE…
Moti Edelstein -CC-

listened to R’ Elephant and stayed in Israel for firt half

Daniel Anisfeld
Mordechai Becker
Levi Berg
Velval Bochner
Adam Eshel
Rafi Gottesman
Moshe Hirsch
Yosef Tzvi Indig
Yaakov Jaroslawicz
Yaakov Yitzchok Morgenstern
Aryeh Munk
Binyomin Munk
Moshe Aaron Noble
Chesky Rosenfeld
Efraim Weiss
Alty Pearl
Baruch Shafer
Eliyahu Kaufman
Gedalia Wielgus
Shimshy Brecher
Shmully Hirsch

did the fastest time on the rock climbing (on the way down)
was so nice to Meir Levy. You also gave great haircuts!
supplied the bunk wit D(ovid) G(abay) belts
got his hockey stick
got his cubbies
was searching for moss on the ozone layer
had a nickname for everyone except himself
ate the food instead of playing with it
was in the bunk (most of the time)
has the best laugh in the world
always made cocoa club
was “always” the first one up after reveille
didn’t go the mechina, no?
was bar mitzvah. Mazel Tov!
never got his handles
had such a great first seder chavrusah
vild is an understatement. “Koovid Chapper”
Took an eighth grade bunk
didn’t get any pretzels the whole summer
never lies. Mazel Tov!
Made his unexpected comeback
July 22, 2007
Cantata

Bunk YudTes

If___________ would write a book it would be entitled
Avraham Kalikstein -CCShlomo Fink
Shmuli Gleiberman
Binyomin Greenberg
Aryeh Leib Greenwald
Yakov Klein
Mordechai Levi
Yehuda Lieberman
Yehuda Meisner
David Milstein
Moshe Ezriel Schwartz
Menachem Slomovits
Dovid Solomon
Eliezer Travis
Shmuel Aaron Wagshall
Baruch Waldman
Chezky Wenger
Binyomin Yiffi
C.Y. Giteles

The Longest Summer of My Life
chas veshalom-he never touched one in his life
The Mystery of the Empty Bed and the Cup of Cocoa
Greenberg’s Thoughts and Philosophies on Life
FEAR-The Night of the Cyst
Learn to Checkmate and Sweep the Floor in Three Moves
You Can Make it to Lineup-While Still in Your Pj’s
Have Your Cake and Eat it Too (Kal is still waiting for his piece)
The Adventures of a Little Boy In a BIG World
BBQing- Its All In The Grill
The Big Book Of Excuses (Co-authored with N. Isbee)
The Key to a Better Davening-Tefilah Dollars
Why Do? Just Watch And Laugh
How to Survive in a World of Weirdoes and Nut jobs
Learn 100 magic spells in 3 days
Suffer From Insomnia? Learn to Sleep Through Anything
101 riddles to educate, stump and confuse
Binyomin is very sorry but he just couldn’t make it to the publisher on time
Look at Wagshall’s just make it 102

July 23, 2007
Erev Tisha Bav

Bunk Chof

“THE REASON I MADE A BARBECUE AFTER
AFTER LIGHTS OUT IS BECAUSE…”
BECAUSE…”
Yitzi Lebovits -CCSaid the only way to have a grill is if the whole bunk signs up to the basketball league, got permission,
the Rabbi, always makes great grills and had an amazing bunk 2nd half
Moishe Bornstein
Said that he wouldn’t wear orange for one full day (crocs rock)
Shmuli Frankel
Didn’t like the ice cream and didn’t use Yitzi’s phone to call his mother
Boruch Ber Gewirtzman
Finally got the trades, didn’t use a flashlight etc. and likes sponge bob “square” pants
Moishe Greenwald
Didn’t leave the table for one full meal and needed to hide from Al
Shmuel Grunhut
Never did anything wrong and came to every activity
Binyomin Kahan
Was always the 1st one in the shul for davening (Keep it up)
Shimie Katz
Acted so well in the bunk skit (I’m soo skinny) and has pull in the office
Shuey Krasnow
Had a hat trick in leagues and never left his bed unmade
Sholom Ezra Levenson
Needed a break from preparing his Bar Mitzvah laining
Yehoshua Messner
Got up on time for line up without having Yitzi to wake him
Binyomin Presser
Would play his music out loud in the bunk and would still be talking!!
Yaakov Rand
Got Y&S group to sponsor and won best in davening (good job)
Eliezer Roth
Wanted to make the order for singles and doubles in food
Naftoli Tzvi Shapiro
Played against 8th grade and won (ha ha) and I knew that he would be able to eat 4 hot dogs
Shlomo Simonovsky
Said that he would put on a Russian dance and would let Yitzi read his Mishpacha magazine
Avi Stern
Forgot the D’var Halacha (so we had to make it up to him) and would break dance for the whole bunk
Zev Ahron Weiss
Would sponsor Powerade etc, would give Yitzi his pajamas and would let Yitzi try on his cool Yarmulka
Meir Papa
Left me some propane in his cubicle (thanx for everything, see ya in Eretz Yisroel)
Pesach Herbstman
Got me a ride to ShopRite (the off days rocked, see ya in Eretz Yisroel)
Shloime Leshkowitz
Was there with his apron, chef hat, tools and was in the hood (keep my seat warm in ____)
Dani Stein
Was the best person to sit next to during morning seder
C.Y.F. Gitelis
Was grilling Fish-el
Tank
Is a “Muvhak” in grilling
Moti Edelstein
Said it was C.D.P. hour
Gedalya Wielgus
Did not
Asher Egert
Has no cubicle and was colorwar general
Yitzi Yitzi Miller
Hit a grand slam and is the best morning seder chavrusa ever
Shimshy Brecher
Went to lake Wallenpaupack
Bunk Chof Thanks guys for a great half, I hope you enjoyed it as much as I did, you were awesome!! K.I.T.

July 24, 2007
Tisha Bav

didn’t get busted by

Bunk
Bunk ChofAleph

THE SKUNKS LIVING UNDER
UNDER BUNK CHOF ALEPH REQUEST THAT…
Chaim Yeruchem Giteles -CC-

Join us under the bunk for a party

Ari Bader
Shmuel Mordechai Bienenstock
Kalman Friedman
Meyer Glicher
Mordechai Goodman
Sholom Gottlieb
Baruch Greenberg
Tzvi Asher Gross
Mordechai Hager
Yehuda Hirsch
Shimmy Kanner
Simcha Zelig Katz
Moshe Rosner
Mordechai Rotenberg
Arye Stern
Menachem Mendel Zaks
Boruch Rosenberg
Yanky Blobstein
Kupo
Y. Lebo
AB
Kal
Yona
Chanoch
Chesky
Hillel
Roov
Eli Fogel
Dani

Stop Screeching
Stop blaming every bad smell on us
Eat some broccoli with cheese
Let us use his fridge
We’re not sure who you are but you’re probably nice
Have us a race
Sing Zemiros on Shabbos
Put a bed on his sheet
Should stop trowing us all his garbage
Stop waking us up
Should exercise more
Break his bed more often
Buy a pet monkey for us
Get dressed in under 30 seconds
Lend us some teeth
Let us borrow his PSP
Do his job right and not sleep all day
Teach us how to swim
Come back to camp
Get a louder boom box for the bunk
Check the sbemails more often
WAKE UP!
Teach us Martin Luther King Jrs speech
Actually surrender
Not throw up on us from so high
Not make a certain younger brother jealous with big toys
Learn how to use a broom
Shrink a little
Be our friend

July 25, 2007
Music and ice cream followed by the 1st trip campers leaving

Bunk ChofBais

IF WE WERE EVER TO GROW
GROW UP…
Shloimy Leshkowitz -CCDovid Brecher
Shmueli Fruchthandler
Yitzchok Dov Goldberg
Yisrael Goldstein
Shragi Goldstein
Yumi Gruen
Aron Perlow
Eli Rosenberg
Betzalel Schlosser
Meir Dov Schron
Reuven Wax
Moishe Wiedermann
Mendy Wolf
Yitzi Lebo
Camper Wientraub
Kizzy
Tank
Pinny Faska
Aaron Shleifstein
Mordy Lichtenfeld
Zevi Herby
Avi Schillet
Tuvia Potchin
Pappa and Herby
Naftali Stern
Gedalya
Zev Zucker
Yossi Shafer
To the greatest bunk in camp

Would have been a senior league counselor second half and davened in Nell every morning and have a full time shtender in Bais
Raphel
Would be in the best sports bunk in camp and a real choir without his brother
Would be the first in and out of bed and would learn how to use his fridge
Would keep all his positions together and under his own bed and wear socks to davening
Would not look like all his brothers and would get the most teffilah dollars
Would sit in one place during prayers and be Mendys best friend
Would open his own bakery called “Shueys Kokosh” and have his own cell phone
Would clean up the table instead of his wife and would be a “Veretzky” Bochur who goes to Novominsk
Would own a deli store that gives out free salami to everyone and would be the next nurse in camp
Would learn his counselor real first name and not even try to take on the 8th grade. “Bootle”
Would have Avi Taub as a father-in-law and be neater than his wife
Would be the best big man on the camp Agudah basketball team and be the first back on visiting day
Would own twerps and become hatzalah with a cherry and not say my nickname when he wakes up
Would bite himself and not others and would give a bbq for every single niece he has
Would become a plumber to fix all leaking and learn that the mir is better. Thanks for being such a great neighbor it was a blast to be
together (demoted)
Would never grow up and wont wake me in the middle of the night for fun, it was great having you on the same porch.
Would be the hardest working person in kalsburg and yellow shutters
Would be the Rosh Muvahk in Bernies private kollel for first year counselors
Would have to fax you my article, thanks for everything and thanks for having a normal person in the back of the bunk.
Would be come a censored, thanks for the use of the car and all the great times we had, it was awesome (is Mordy still weeping)
Would be taking Allen P. when he can, thanks for the car, Panoff and the great things we did.
Would live in Nell and Exxon, thanks for the rides and the hock
Thanks for the vehicle and the off days
Would never be seen anywhere especially past 12
Would be senior league counselors for second half, shtiegavek in the Mir, will be bekesher, hope im”h to see you there some time
during the year
Would learn how to paddle down the Delaware, and would be my biggest (smallest) chussid
Thanks for the vehicle
Would learn that Nell rocks kavonos halev and sign me to a contract
Would be the vildest “7th” grade counselor who goes to sleep on time
Thanks for giving me such a wonderful summer you where all amazing, hatzlocha ubrocha

July 26, 2007
Second trip campers arrive

Bunk ChofGimmel

WHY….!?
Alty Pearl -CC-

ah! You’re asking good…ask better!

Kalman Brecher
Shlomi Dahan
Moishy Fine
Yisroel Fontek
Aryeh Leib Hellman
Nesanel Hofman
Yedidya Kaplan
Avrohom Yitzchok Karmel
Meir Merzel
Yisroel Miara
Lipa Perlow
Moshe Schiff
Eliyahu Kaufman, Yossi Shafer
Moti Edelstein

couldn’t you just come from the beginning? of the summer?
Eizeh why why?!
do you know everything?
can’t you just control your counselor?
don’t you just use a fork instead?
No no… pshat is…
Y-DID-YA?
is Agudah so strict!? In Silverlake….
hey! That’s your line!? JK keep on takin those pics!!
can’t ya just tawk lik’a new yohka?!
were you the only one to bo zoche to be on my team?
weren’t you “on the hill”? thanks for being in my bunk!
Tzaruch iyun!
did you try to renew that visa?

July 28, 2007
Melava Malka for second trip

Bunk ChofDalled

CAMP IS COOL BECAUSE...
BECAUSE...
Heshie Klein -CCMordechai Dovid Berman
Avigdor Chicheportiche
Eliyahu Tzvi Feinstein
Shmuel Gottlieb
Aryeh Hartman
Binyomin Kahan
Michoel Mermelstein
Bechor Mullayev
Zevi Neuman
Aharon Reisman
Yakov Roth
Chaim Mayer Wald
Yaakov Lax
Avrohom Natan Gurwitz
Ephraim Felsinger
Yitzy Hoffman
Eliezer Frischman
Ezriel Srebro
Elazar Wacholder
Alexander Herbstman
Moishy Rubin
Yosef Basch
Shmully Grossman
Yossi Beinhorn
Ariel Lewis
Yeruchum Klein
Reuven Pearl
Chaim Fogel

almost didn’t make it to camp first half
hit a grand slam to make it 4-0 and dunked on the other centers head for a slush
is next door in bunk Chof Hey teaching them a second language
had the best league team in the second half always made Shafer proud and was sleeping only 2 minutes before I got there
has his own personal ice machine and is still waiting in 18th Ave. Park
is by every meal wearing the coolest cap in camp while dancing in the middle.SHKOICH!!!!
is an extremely intelligent, eloquent individual with a supreme talent of ingesting hot dogs
is a Madrich that is going to college to become a shadchan with a dimple
gave out potato chips to the bunk
cooks hot dogs on “my” Foreman while getting stopped at the border for having fake ID
always has triples of supper with a side of fried broccoli and got best in bunk because he gave out the cholent
is a color war general that tells black jokes and makes up birthdays
is riding home on his bicycle and its raining so his fingers are turning into raisins which causes him to take his 5th shower
of the day
chills with the boys from da hood while giving out 5 fingers
has the coolest sweatshirt ever, is very fat but eats apples and admits that Heshie has the best lines ever
shoots with a high arc while listening to the yankee game but is a bears fan, wut?
sits in the bunk every night sipping sugar with some coffee in it playing gameboy
is best in bunk that never gets insulted and got a hot dog from his best counselor ever
always beats Heshie in leagues while reading with his headlight
didn’t steal Flappy and always says thank you
didn’t leave early and doesn’t make fun of me all day but is a master at interrogation
has his own cell phone and lets me borrow it sometimes .thanx. I told you we would make it
got beat in a pillow fight with the master but didn’t take Flappy either
has the best Chavrusa one half and the best counselor the other half . but 1st half they learnt with each other . Its
complicated
has the most popular chant in camp that loves Al’s steak sauce but not as much as teriyaki sauce
is the real best in bunk that was by almost every meal
never asks for doubles but when he does he always says please and always wins the world series
had the best D’var torah in camp history and became a terrorist because he walked into a deli
is the 2nd best shooter in camp but he is distracted because Shwekey is coming and I forgot to give enough attention

July 29, 2007
Basketball game vs. Romimu

Bunk ChofHay

NEXT SUMMER…
Yehuda Yosef Weis -CC-

Will come visit!!!

Sruli Batalion
Yoel Eliezer Becher
Itiel Cohen
Shmuel Freund
Kasriel Gewirtzman
Sasson Avrohom Gross
Yonason Markowitz
Naftali Pilchick
Zevi Schwab
Yehuda Schwartz
Al Soskin
Simon Shapiro
Heshy Klein
Reuvane Weinreb
Shmuly Hirsch
Pinny Faska
C29

Will hooook me up!!!
Will loose everything!!!
Will still be in Camp Agudah!!!
Will stay on the senior hill!!!
Will stay by the meals!!!
Will stay the whole summer!!!
Will be in the lodge!!!
Will get best in bunk!!!
Wont be bored!!!
Will be in Zevi’s bunk!!!
Will still eat his meals at my table!!!
Will be head counselor!!!
Will get his own car!!! Thanks a ton!!!
Will sleep the whole summer in a hotel!!! Lchaim!!!
Will have a mazarade!!! Thanks a ton clutchmaster!!!
Wont do the yearbook!!!
Will be the coordinator!!!

July 30, 2007
Lets make a deal for night activity

Bunk ChofVov

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
TESTAMENT
Mordechai Lichtenfeld -CCShloimy Berger
Yisroel Zev Borchardt
Avrohom Chaim Bronstein
Zalmy Eckstein
Yehuda Gold
Yossi Gold
Aryeh Leib Gold
Lieby Liberman
Yitzchok Messner
Dovid Yaakov Michaeli
Shamshon B. Pinter
Yitzchok Roth
Dovid Rubinstein
Yisroel Zev Silber
Leiby Soskin
Yisroel Ungar
Mordechai Yoffe
Sruly Zagelbaum

To figure out who Lich really is and for no one to bother my dog
To fully understand the world in a philosophical way
To be in the YBC adult choir
To take care of Floppy Jr.
To finally have Howie to come to his aid
To be on a good league team (ha ha)
To have his own phillies cap
To learn mishnayos with his counselor
To make birthday parties for his counselor (thanks a lot)
To still be in YBC
to have his own guppy
to sit at the end and to “pump it up”
to stay up late and “chill”
To play for the Rangers
To play “Lecha” and “Gabai” all day
To QUE every night and to man the grill by all of them
To play trumpet for Neginah
To learn by every night kollel and be a professional griller by BBQ’s
To know all the “Journeys” songs by heart

July 31, 2007
Capture the Flag for night activity

Bunk ChofZayin

WHAT ______ SAID WHEN
WHEN HE FOUND OUT REUVEN
REUVEN WAS GONNA BE
COUNSELOR OF BUNK CHOF
CHOF ZAYIN
Reuven Weinreb -CCYosef Basch
Yossi Beinhorn
Ephraim Felsinger
Chaim Fogel
Shmuel Dovid Grossman
Avrohom Natan Gurwitz
Alexander Herbstman
Yerucham Klein
Yaakov Lax
Ariel Lewis
Reuven Pearl
Moshe Hillel Rubin
Eliyahu Sokol
Ezriel Srebro
Ahron Daniel Sussman
Dovid Weiss
Shloime Zlotnick
Pinny Faska (-CC-)
The JS’s
Chaim Halbertal
1st Half Campers

……..huh?? Are you talking to me?? (By the way I’m really not spaced out, oh and try it it’s
really geshmak)
Yes!!! I got a new punching bag
O is your brother friends with ezi and let me introduce you to flappy
That’s it!!! I’m leaving early
Woopey!!! He has connections with Yitzi maybe he can get me to play drums for camp (by the
way, I’m not to immature to have a bunk, Eli told me)
Oh boy!!! I get Homer (thanks for being an awesome chavrusah)
Who cares?!! I’m joining bunk chof daled and I hope he has Gertner
Yippy!!!! I get a free cap (thanks for the heading)
Who’s Reuven? Isn’t he a camper?
Where is he I want to slap him in the back and I hope he doesn’t think I’m gullible
He better give me best in bunk
From all the counselors in camp I have to get one with the same name as me?!!! (Btw still the
coolest name)
Oh boy!! Reuven lets talk
I hope he lets me stay up late to shmooz with the staff
He better let me leave the table when I want or else
I told you I have a surprise for you (sorry for missing your b-day)
He is such a mean counselor why do they always turn bad after visiting day
This is going to be my best summer yet!!!
Now I have to get more food?
Thanks for all the food I’ve taken off your table all summer
You’re a bologna head
What’s the difference I’m not here either way (guys I’m sorry I didn’t write a separate one for
everybody but they didn’t let)

August 1, 2007
Inter camp day vs. Camp Govoah

Bunk ChofChes

TO BE A “FRESHIE” (FIRST
(FIRST YEAR AS A COUNSELOR)
COUNSELOR) ISN’T THAT BAD WHEN
Yossi Shafer -CCNisson Mordechai Bohensky
Yochanan Meir Friedman
Mendy Goldberg
Yochanon Hager
Yossi Honig
Yochanan Karman
Avrumi Levy
Mordechai Lutz
Avrohom Nosson Neuberger
Dovid Ordentlich
Yaakov Rosenberg
Ezra Rothenberg
Aaron Schilit
Yehuda Leib Stefansky
Eliezer Witty
Dovid Zagelbaum
Barry Shafer
Herby and Zev
Eliyahu, Alty, Motti
Mordy? and Aron (Asher Egert)
Avi Schilit
Naftali Stern
Heshy, Max, Reuven
Shlomo Tepper
Dani, Isbee, H.Weinreb
Chesky Rosenberg
KAL, Giteles
Tank
Shloime Leshkowitz, Suchi Fried

is on the basketball, hockey, etc. team, the headstaff, in charge of plays, the kitchen, zemiros, b’kitzur, being served “KOOVED”
on a silver platter all day long (Hi Herbi)
teaches me everything about hiking, bonfires, etc. and all the gadgets that I was supposed to bring to camp-THANK YOU!
teaches me how you could finish Shisha Sidrei Mishna and still be geshmak THANK YOU!
gave me his brother to practice on, and is sitting and learning mishnayos all day-THANK YOU!
makes the decision of who should be best in bunk so easy-THANK YOU!
doesn’t even know his counselors name, even though he has the same first name as his counselor-THANK YOU!
handled all the “402” barbecues and the one overnight that our bunk had, all by himself-THANK YOU!
does anything you want him to do for you without the intention of getting best in bunk-THANK YOU!
Ill write it later (we will speak later-get it?) you’re the best-THANK YOU!
constantly reminds you that you are a freshie and you have no clue what you are doing-THANK YOU!
prefers to learn from his counselor rather then his older brothers-THANK YOU!
has more experience as a staff member than me and informs me that I am not supposed to be a counselor rather a politician hocking
raid in walmart, swan lake,etc.THANK YOU!
is in charge of curfew, and taking care of the boys who can’t sit in the dining room-THANK YOU!
listens to every word I say very intensely and never answers back-THANK YOU!
shtells all the food for the bunk and thereby keeps my budget low-THANK YOU!
is my J.C. and the magic words “take care of him Witty” always does the job –THANK YOU!
listens to everything I tell him the first time and is a perfect camper-THANK YOU!
is your brother and me’maila my mattress, screen, etc. arrived two weeks into camp instead of six (or inspectors) THANK YOU!
“beg” me to be on the basketball team(sorry I was to busy) THANK YOU!
made me ois “ungazetzt” and introduced me to the new world of “vild” NO THANKS!
pick me first pick on their teams for OAR and color war “Thank You”
gives me a different understanding of what a clipboard is for THANK YOU!
teaches me that you could be in B.M.G. and not be “ungezetzt” THANK YOU!
constantly remind me how Yeshivish I really am THANK YOU!
coaches me while being a counselor and on the team THANK YOU!
drive me to shoprite everyday (please keep in touch) YOUR WELCOME!
is my typical Lakewood chavrusa (that deserves the tongue) SORRY!
show me how freshe’s are supposed to act (especially on stage-you guy’s are great) THANK YOU!
always lends me his stomach to cry on
helped me not be home (Boro Park) sick SHKOYACH!

August 2, 2007
BBQ for second trip

Bunk ChofTes

THANK YOU FOR…
Eliyahu Kaufman -CCDovid Akerman
Zevi Arem
Shloimy Gluck
Zvi Greenspan
Chaim Mordechai Gross
Yisroel Herman
Reuven Horowitz
Moshe Kraut
Yitzchak Lubin
Yisrael Mayer
Pesach Miller
Yaakov Perl
Shlomo Baruch Pollak
Eli Schonbrun
Ari Shapiro
Aharon Stern
Menachem Yechiel Szlafrok
Yechiel Smilow
Yaakov Simcha Shechter
Bunjk chof tes

Being a “vild” counselor taking care of a “ungezetze” bunk in a “yellow:” bunkhouse
Coming for 2nd half and bringing the megaphone without batteries
Giving us the zechus of having R’ Wolf personally do reveille in bunk chof tes – “zerizus” – “vild”
Being the best chavrusah around and no-thanks for not joining chuftesfirst half
Joining Moshe Kraut and making sure he was safe on the porch watching the stars
Supplying chof tes with the means to hear all types of kosher music – the “white box”
Trying to understand the definition of “vild” and realizing chof tes is the place to be
Granting us unlimited access to the music room, bringing rubber ducky, and a free sandwich maker
Being the first night watchman to join night kollel, schmoozing with me at 1:00 and learning “A
Mishnah”. Vild.
sunflower seeds, orange crocs, and the “bris package”
Healing your ankle before the end of the summer
Sitting with me on the bench, cocoa club, and being geshmak. Please remember vild, vild, vild
Being such a great guy and buying the “vildest” hat ever
Being such a masmid andsaving me food by nigh kollel… then eating it yourself
Stopping to tell us how the Mets are so good, so good, so good, and remember “shlaaaf”
Giving Herby the kuvood hedeserves and being best in bunk
Realizing the true value of the word “chunky” andfor bringing Naftali to camp
Always telling me what a good counselor I am
Choosing Ruach Country, always “smiling” and no thank you for embaressing me in that 7-0 game
Asking me if I’m moichel you
Being my best friends. Keep in touch. Vild.

August 4, 2007
Ice cream truck comes to camp

Bunk Lamed

IF ______ WERE PRESDENT
PRESDENT OF THE US
Naftoli Stern -CCYaakov Yitzchak Birnbaum
Amiel Peretz Chicheportiche
Chimone Elbaze
Shlomo Zvi Flamer
Menachem Garfinkel
Yehuda Leib Gold
Yehuda Leib Jacobowitz
Mordechai Perkowski
Moshe Ribowsky
Aharon Scheiner
Yisroel Mordechai Schoenbrun
Moshe Shulman
Dovid Moshe Sussman
Chaim Mordechai Sussman
Moshe Vinitsky
Shamai Whitman
Aaron Shleifstein
Herby
Tank
Aaron Stern

We all would be in a lot of trouble
Would make sure everyone is quiet during his state of the union address
Would ban shallos seudos
Would be he first French president to play volleyball with his feet
Would make volleyball the new national past time
Would have a direct line from the oval office to Dougies
Would pass a law requiring all busses to have built in entertainment
Would hire bunk yud dalled to sing zimeros
Would have the royal chef prepare all the food for his bunks grill outs
Would have one of his body guards wake up his counselor (thanks) and then have him
say riddles
First president from Mechina
Would ban fighting at the pool and have Perkowski arrested
Will be the first president to jog 100 miles every day (or at least 12 laps)
Will arrest anyone caught wearing pj’s before 12 o’clock
Will lend his flashlight to any country (or counselor) in need
Will change the national anthem to vinitsky vinitsky etc. ttto vinisgav
Will have a sealed jar of salsa on the oval desk
Would be the first president with shoprite teeth
Would dub the tzehitzta frog the new national animal
Will probably start a war with some country
Will make shachris start 20 min later

August 5, 2007
Visiting Day

Bunk LamedAleph

IF WISHES WOULD COME TRUE
Aaron Shleifstein -CCAryeh Brecher
Tani Goldbaum
Eli Gray
Uziel Kalman Katlowitz
Binyamin Klein
Eliyahu Lankry
Moishy Lichtman
Simcha Lieberman
Akiva Perl

Would win Color War
Would win color war (thanks Dovid Lesser) and talk to all the j-dubs in the world
Would be certified nuts and to sing his song by every learning group
Would be the camp BBQ’er and lights guy (go green go)
Would have tripped in the races
Would have learnt 1201
Would do “today is the day that 85 things happened” on the pa system and more chamin
Would make more “deals”, the chevra, and a mountain like Shamai
The Yated every erev shabbos and “it’s not a marathon”
Would get pickles, hot peppers, chips and salsa, shampoo, soap, because he NEEDS
them, and to legally change his name to Moishe Miller
Elchonon Pilicer
Would be Harry Potter
Nechemia Polansky
Would be a barber who cuts thingys for thingys and the other thingys
Ephraim Skolnik
Would have more shvartza caps
Shmuel Ovadiah Teitelbaum
Would pass life guarding and to help Mrs. Kaufman throughout the year
Avigdah Weiss
Would sleep, have Frisbee catches with Rabbi Wolf and lie down after he gets dressed
Aryeh Wielgus
Would give the camper speech for the BLUE team, Racheli, for the moths to stop
invading, the clippers cap and to keep all his stuff behind my stereo
Aharon Zushe Wolf
Would have helped with mishnayos and would have gotten a fox40
S. Whitman, Y M Schoenbrun, C Elbaze, A Chicheportiche – To be in this bunk article
Dear Bunk Lamed Aleph – To say that you guys gave me a great summer would be an understatement – this summer was
AWESOME you can call me anytime 917-655-8320

August 6, 2007
Trip to Mountain Creek, Bear Mountain, Sportstime USA

Bunk LamedBais

In 20 years from now…
Meshulem Z. Brandwein
D'niel Ezra Cohen
Eliyahu Noach Compton
Aaron Egert
Eliyahu Kamenetsky
Mendy Kunstlinger
Duvid Lax
Meir Levi
Eliyahu Mandelbaum
Dovidel Phillip

Will be a Rebbe
Will still be saying color war is dead
Will still be eating eggs and hamburgers
Will still be telling stories
Will be a J.C.
Will still be drinking Snapple
Will still be saying a dvar torah
Will still be learning mishnayos
Will still be laughing
Will still be davening

August 7, 2007
Trip to Toronto and Niagra Falls

Bunk LamedGimmel

RANDOM
Aaron Zev Herbstman -CCAvrohom Bachroch
Aharon Yosef Esral
Moshe Aaron Gershenfeld
Aryeh Leib Gifter
Chesky Goldschmidt
Shloimy Hoberman
Simcha Hochman
Asher Simcha Kerstein
Moshe Gershon Kramer
Heshy Kroizer
Pinny Kornbluth
Israel Manasha Landau
Moishe Lundner
Tzvi Neiman
Shragi Obermeister
Dovi Pinter
Yisroel Meir Reich
Eliezer Yehuda Schron
Tzvi Yaakov Shapiro
Shmuel Chaim Seroka
Yaakov Stefansky
Shalom Weiss
Tzvi Zazulia
Avi Schillit
Aaron Shleifstein
Naftali Stern
Yossi Shafer
Pinny Faska

Only verizon, without a BBQ, wing it, Thank you.
Learns more mishnayos than the rest of the bunk
Will be the strongest center in the southeast phone
Gets borked of about a BBQ and he still powers on
Rides his bike across the U.S.
Has 11 phones under my tires
Doesn’t leave early, keeps his Dougies in his corner bed with the gameboy
Leaves for a week in the middle of the summer and yet he is
Sent by the senior league head to the head counselor office
Kosmo will be taking good care of bais raphel while crankin
Will still pick eretz yisroel over camp
Plays that yo-yo game with the rest of them
Will break dance like a real white person for the camera
Talks to his counselor and runs the corner of the bunk and 2 pairs of crocs
Little tzvi will have Barry Shafer as his counselor in the equipment shack with my phone
Uses the same knife to cut challah as a 32 oz steak which his counselor never got
Play sudoko at 2 am
Says hello to his counselor in a rush 2
Is Mr. Mature taking care of all the home sick campers with chummas
Is from smelly… just kidding
Peter cranks em up without a conscious
Will be in his corner as best in bunk if…
Comes in clutch with the shoes right before the grand sing
Works the office better than anyone Big Tzvi
Not to be Tzihitzst about the mishnayos and move up in the ranks
Uber captain of KGB
Comes through with the ices the whole summer
Has more Kooovod than me
Will finally get his article, thanks

August 8, 2007
Carlebach Kumzits

Bunk LamadDalled

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
TESTAMENT
Avi Schilit -CCYehuda Baum
Shlomo Becker
Shlomo Bloom
Yehoshua Braun
Gedalia Ebstein
Dovid Simcha Friedman
Moshe Ginzberg
Elisha Gottdiener
Pesach Gross
Aryeh Leib Gross
Nesanel Halbertal
Ari Krasnow
Dovid Tzvi Lutz
Mordechai Rupp
Ezriel Strum
Yossi Tepfer
Shulem Weinreich
Yaakov Avigdor
Shloimy Drazin
Rafael Khavis
Zevi Schwartz
Zevi Herby
Menacham Greenberg
Aaron Shleifstein
Moshe Miller
Shloime Leshkowitz

An unlimited Mishnayos budget, and for everything to “lock in”.
Not to have gone to Rayim last summer.
To go on a boat and say “oh ma g-d”.
More Downtime, trips to Shoprite, pizza, Dougies, not to use others, to get his cellphone back, and to make his
own chulent.
Not to be so preppy.
To have had something to do on visiting day.
To play second base like Robby Cano.
Not to have to greet Zev at 3 A.M. every night, and to get his Foreman
back.
To have a radio like Cosmo.
A Brooks Brothers shirt and a Feragamo belt, to be shtultzy, schmaltzy, and gutsy, to go to Shaarei Torah, and to
have his steak cut by Mrs. Kaufman.
To be part of Marines in the green beret, to drive a Ferrari, and not to have to watch the chulent the entire
Shabbos.
Not to have to sweep the bunk every morning.
To win every league game, and not to have had to sit next to the bathroom on the Toronto bus.
To be the lifetime rotator of bunk gimmel.
To be the counselor of aleph minus.
For the T.V. guys not to be picked on, and not to have to write notes during learning groups.
To “shnorr” food from 7 BBQ’s every night, to know all the politics, and more go-cart tickets.
Not to have had the ear infection.
To have been in the adult choir, and to have slept in his brother-in-law’s room for second half.
To have been able to stay for second half.
Not to have to keep his window open and his fan on, and no bugs on his linen.
To be on the camp hockey team.
To get rid of all those “Doosh bags” to be naïve, to live and let live, and to be Andre’s assistant.
To have been able to spend more time in camp
To have seen the bear at 4 am, and to be part of R.O.T.
To finally perform as the real chazzan Miller
His own car to go to Noam

August 9, 2007
Staff play

Neighborhood day
OUT OF TOWN
T.T.T.O. Matzliach (Fried)

Main building ‘07
New TV from heaven
New fish pond , brand new stalls
No need for Niagara Falls
Binyun Wolf, “heated” pool
No AC in the shul
Rain, rain, rain never ends
B-ball team is just pretend
With General Max leading
Delivering a beating
Out of Town, Out of Town
Lumir zoiche zein
K.C. France and St. Paul
Baghdad, Tehran, and Kabul
Out of Town, Out of Town
Blowing the house down
Breakout was premature
DVD’s- we want more
Carnival no big thrill
Next year Reuven on the hill

FLATBUSH
T.T.T.O. Only 20 min.

New screen breakout a shvache idea
Could’ve used zemiros which no one can hear
’07’s team got no names
Mixed: Brooklyn busses oy vey what a shame
We’ve got 265! Oy oy oy ooooy
With Reuven flying high! oy oy oy oooy
OOT, AC, and BP say goodbye
Flatbush repeating 2 years in a row
The 15 year drought has come to a close
The “Roov” and the “Tank” lighting the spark
Pinny get going back to Monsey Park
BACK TO HIGH
Waterbury generals a new thing this year
Heshy why couldn’t you stay in the Mir
Carnival as usual a total sham
Max can you get your car towed to Sam’s
BACK TO HIGH

Kudos: Asher S., General Reuven, Yitzy L., Pops,
Roov , Tank, Hillel, Lifeguards, Meth,
Heshy for 3, Max’s car, and The Wolf.

Heshy got a tattoo
1 for 12 in Romimu
Pinny’s coat is lime green
All we want is some ice cream
BACK TO HIGH
Kudos:: Lakewood Herby, Fallsburgh Aaron, AG, Heilege Roov,
The Tattoos, Romimu
Canteen, MAX

August 12, 2007
Colorwar Breakout (fakeout) Limo comes to camp

Neighborhood day
BORO PARK

ALL CITY
Buses are to full
where’s the heated pool
generals don’t show up

Censored

rekidah in the rain
breakout again lame
staff team got no game
all-city with Howie’s money
will lead this team to victory
Reuvens lodge Max breakdown
Balteshuva pinny lemata
Go go Ac go go ac with general heshy
Flatbush oot and monsey park will end up in the
dark
New building a hike
Too loud on the mike
Zemiros can’t be heard
Howie leads a tisch
Meir gets new fish
Waterbury rules
Kudos: Howie junior, heshy off the bench(1-12) yosef
joselit, JOZ, tuli, tepps squared, katty, harry potter
died, reuven’s shirt, random lines, max’s car, pinny
Waterbury wannabe, tanks skunk

August 13, 2007
First Day of color war

Neighborhood Day
FLATBUSH
Wow we did it wasn’t easy, but Flatbush did it. You ever wonder what happens to all the teffilah dollars after the summer?
th
We where the only team who could do it we came in 4 place and in the name of a great man by the name of Shmuly
th
Hirsch it is said “At least you didn’t come in 5 ” (Thanks Shmuly). Anywho as I write this letter the summer is coming to a
close, remember carnival day and payday weren’t they awesome? So if I forget anybody I am really sorry and I hope your
mochel, so here goes nothing. I would like to thank my parents, my grandparents, my uncles, my aunts, my rebbeim, my
teachers, my friends, my brothers, my siblings, my counselor in bunk yud-daled (wow that was a great summer), and all
my campers from previous years for getting me to this point. By the way talking about previous years do you remember
when Ziggy was on the basketball team (who’s Ziggy?). I would like to thank the head staff for giving me this awesome
opportunity especially Rabbi Lichtman for working so hard to make it a great day. You know what else was a great day, in
the summer of 1998 when they broke out color war with a helicopter, I wonder why they didn’t do it again. Now to the
coolest opposing generals in camp: Pinny (Monsey-Park), how did they let you out? Heshy, for not rubbing your win in my
face to much even though Pinny really won (all though I think you really did). What ever happened to keesh? Max, cool
idea for the video even though it didn’t work. Pinny thanks for videoing 5 times. Did you know in 1995 I was on the camp
video 6 times?!! Whoops I keep going off topic (I don’t have A.D.D.).
Shloime Leshkowitz – Thanks for the song, it was amazing, your very talented, o by the way I’m still flying high and we
whooped them in the song. You’re the upcoming star and the future in camp Agudah and good job in the skit and
volleyball.
R. Borchardt- Thanks for taking charge of the sports, even though we got whooped.
Yonah Kaplowitz- Your hilarious!!!!!!!! The skit was amazing!!!!!!! Thanks for tug-of-war (your not fat).
S. Meth- Great job in the skit, the acting as well, you guys wrote an amazing skit!! (Sorry I’m not making it to Israel KIT)
H. Weinreb- for being an awesome brother and taking care of the swimming races, we almost won.
M. Papa- Shkoach for the song and volleyball and your help in the skits and for just being cool (wow I think you did
everything).
P. Herby- The volleyball game was great and your help with the song (I think you where there) and I wanted to put you in
the skit but you never showed up.
S. Diamantstein- Great job in the volleyball game (I thought you weren’t going to show up).
Y. Aberbach- Thanks so much for the skit and for all your help with the activities.
C. Rosenberg- Great job on the song, your lines where really a big help (even though Papa gave more)!!
Y. Birnbaum- You where phenomenal in the skit and you where amazing in volleyball.
M. Brodt- Great volleyball game Thanks a lot!!
Isbee- Thanks so much for al your wonderful help with the skit and for playing volleyball for me.
E. Gray- Thanks for tug-of-war, hope your feeling better!
Hoby- Thanks for all your moral support, you where a huge help, I don’t think I could have done it without you.
st
Alty, Muti,- Thanks for being in Israel for 1 half or I would never have gotten to write this.
st
Gedalya- Thanks for ditching me on every off day and not being here 1 half.
S. Brecher- Your so sweet!!! Hope you make it to Waterbury and be my chavrusah.
B. N. Weinreb- You’re cool, you’re the coolest younger brother anyone could ever ask for!! Your part in the skit was very
essential to our almost win.
P. Faska- I don’t know, for being the best co-counselor ever and for writing this article and for being my shabbos guest
every week and for making me feel cool and for your bed.
Reuven Pearl- Thanks for the intro. Song, you rock!!
Everyone who took activities, sorry I didn’t write all your names seperatley but seriously it couldn’t have been done without
you.
Bunk Chof Hay- Thanks for being the best first trip bunk in camp!!
Now to the greatest team in the world. You’re so cool. You guys are the greatest the best team any Flatbush general
could ever ask for. There’s a reason why we have the biggest team, because were really awesome! Sorry we couldn’t win,
maybe next year. By the way, for all the miss understanding, I’m really not a camper. (Sorry if I left anyone out)
Only 20 minutes … KIT

General Reuven

August 14, 2007
Second day of Color War, Grand plays

Neighborhood day
ALL CITY
Wut up AC?
Being General is great, you get to walk around all day carrying a clipboard, pretending to do all kinds
of work while in reality doing nothing at all, kind of like that guy Yossi Shafer. Anyway, Id like to thank
all the people that made my job so easy. To all the people that took activities, thanks a lot, I lost the
list but you guys know that sports is the most important thing, thanks a lot. N. Abramczyk - thanks a
lot for being so selfless about the leading of the song, and for writing it. S. Becker – Thanks for
swimming races and everything. P. Faska – Thanks for props and for being a calming influence of the
entire team. M. Feivelson – Thanks for the song, you’re a great conductor, it rocked, and thanks for
letting me go to sleep that night. K. Katty – Thanks for props and volleyball, and for taking care of
you-know-who, stop yelling so much by davening. Kizzy – thanks for considering a part in the skit, for
the chant, and for chilling. E. Kaufman – the skit wouldn’t have been the same without your awesome
lines, thanks for taking it seriously. H. Nierenberg – thanks for letting me take front line, the setups
were great. R. Stern – What an acting debut! Very official, and thanks for the banner. S. Tepper –
You’re a great hitting coach, thanks, and thanks for helping with the song. M. Tepper – Thanks for
helping with the song and for giving up your spot in volleyball. Y. Joselit – Thanks for the song, it was
great, get rid of the megaphone. S. Pollack – Thanks for volleyball, you were great. Z. Schwadel –
Thanks for volleyball and basketball, it was great being your teammate this summer, even though
Romimu wasn’t my fault. A. Heineman – Thanks for everything. S. Bloom – Thanks for the skit and for
not making fun of younger hill. D. Stein – Thanks for being around and helping with everything. Y.
Zucker – Thanks for almost taking my bunk for supper. To anyone I forgot, I sincerely apologize, you
were all important, I'm just writing this at 3 am and I’m having trouble concentrating. Last but not
least, Thanks to all the campers of All City, we had the win and you guys where great, 2nd place is
better anyway. Special thanks to my fellow general for being so chilled out. Pinny, you the man. Max
and Reuven, see you in the berry. Special thanks to Sholom Lerner for everything. All City Rox. Have
a great year!! Last but not least I would like to thank my bunks Chof Zayin and Chof Dalled for being
the best bunks in camp. Keep in touch during the year.

General Heshy

August 15, 2007
Third day of Color War, Grand Sing “…and the winner is GREEN”

Neighborhood day
OUT OF TOWN
As I sit here to write this in general I think back to neighborhood day and I can’t remember a thing.
Yet I am so devoted to this camp that I still would like to thank every staff member that made it a
success. Y. T. Biderman – Thanks for everything. N. Caplan – I would blame you for volleyball but it
rained. A. Feinzeig – You too!! M. Fonz – you are the skit master. Fixler – you always got it under
control. C. Glicher – You’re the man. A. Greenberger – You’re the real general. Herby – I got my in
general in before you did (by 10 minutes). M. Meisner – Thanks for all your effort in the skit, youll get
them next time. Y. Shafer – You too!! By the way, your vild, I love you!! M. Rand – Best goalie ever.
Go Munk! B. Z. Shweidel – Thanks for your volleyball skills. A. Shleifstein – You are the song master
and the best general ever. E. Stein – Up and coming volleyball star. Thanks for being the best
behaved guy in my bunk. LODGE ROCKS!! B. Z. Szlafrok – You are the man!! Thanks for all your
help. M. Thurm – Thanks for tug-of-war, you won in my eyes. In case I forgot anyone, I’m very sorry,
its extremely late and I cant even see the keyboard. If I insulted anyone its all in GOOD humor. I
would like to end by thanking hakadosh baruch ho for giving me the opportunity to be in camp and be
general of out of town. I would like to thank Pinny Kanner, if I had to lose I couldn’t think of a better
person to lose to. Heshy and Reuven, I’ll thank you in yeshiva. Turtle says wats up. By the way, all
you campers, you rock the house!!

General Max

August 16, 2007
Lazy Day / Talent Nite

Neighborhood day
BORO PARK
From the Desk of General Pinny Kanner
Winning Team of Monsey – Boro Park
Wow! what a Neighborhood Day!
From the very beginning I was very impressed by the wonderful Achdus and Middos displayed by the
Generals Heshy, Max, and (only 20 minutes) Reuven. From choosing shirts to making the vedio (take
17!) to our generals’ entrance, it was a pleasure working with you guys.
The campers on our team were stupendous, from shmearing at the volleyball games, to winning
baseball and dodgeball. And even the hockey team managed to pull through with an extra 5 points in
the last 10 minutes of the game (turning the score from 5-1 to 7-6 – every point counts!).
Thank You to the wonderful staff of Monsey–Boro Park for a job well done.
Mordy Lichtenfeld, and Yitzy Lebovits : You guys are the best! Always 3 steps ahead of me, you guys
were my right hand. Thanks so much for the great song – you guys did a great job! Thank you also
Mordy for leading the song.
Chiam Giteles, you blew us all away with the BEST skit! and wow, were we impressed by the superb
acting done by you, Avrumi (Kal) Kalikstein, Yacov Taub, and Shmuli Friedman. You guys are truly
talented.
Sruly Gray, thanks for giving it all you got, from tug-a-war, to swimming, to volleyball, even though
you weren’t feeling well.
Thank you Avrumi (Ernie) Ehrenreich, Smully Hirsch, and Yacov Taub for the great job you did in
psyche.
Thank you so much Chaim Asher Gross for heading the activities, and to all the staff who took
activities, including: Suchi Fried, Baruch Shapiro, Yacov Abramczyk, and Avrumi Gutfeund.
Thank you to Srully Friedman for ‘running’ the swimming races.
To Yitzy Miller for tugging in the tug-a-war.
To our volleyball team: S. Friedman, S. Gray, center C.A. Gross, A. Goody, Y. Lebovits, S. Lerner, M.
Lichtenfeld, and Y. Miller.
And to all those I (inadvertently) missed, Thank You.
Monsey-Boro Park, you were a great team and it was a pleasure being your general,

General Pinny
P.S. Thank you Aaron Shleifstein for composing this year’s new Lashon Hara song, and thank you
Pinny Faska for getting this In-General in the yearbook, even though its late.

August 17, 2007
Last Friday of the summer

OAR songs
ORANGE CHEER

RED CHEER

T.T.T.O: Ma Ma Ma

T.T.T. Va’ani (Gerstner)

OAR back for a second year
Where did RAG disappear
Payday breakout why be so cheap
Just sell the crocks from everyones feet

Breakout this year
Mrs. Lankry what a scare
Payday was “great”
All the prizes were a fake

“Lets hear you scream”
“ORANGE TEAM”
R’ ELya shteiging us to victory
“Lets hear you scream”
“OH ORANGE TEAM”
Mordy wake up from your dream
Zoom Flume busses oh what a s pain
Coulld’ve stayed here in the rain
Well education saves the day
Berkshire thank you for the interest rate
Back to high
Invading moths a new scare
Torah! Shows everywhere
GDR no no noo
Hot water urns are only for show
Back to high
Kudos: Roov, Herby, Shoprite, Red peppers, General
Elya, NOAM, Education, Avi Schilit, CHesky Rosenberg,
Pops

Cosmo a hit
Bootleg giving all a fit
Zoom Flume a Nase
No pastrami, a disgrace
With Mordy “eye” ing our victory
Santa K. goin’ down the chi-mi-ney
Red team this is gonna be our year
Elya needs Y.M.K. here
Zev wants to play
B-ball team in disarray
Old timers win
Bring on Chayil Miriam
Moths come invade
Although only for a day
Breaking the fix
Red will be victorios
(BACK TO HIGH)
Kudos: General Mord, Moli Panoff, Yitzy Lebo,
Moshe Meisner, Aaron Shapiro, Masmidim W.R.,
Naïve, Fix, Naftoli Abramczyk, Romeo oh Romeo!,
Melted cookies, 9th graders steaks

August 18, 2007
Senior Leagues goes on an overnight to Sportstime USA

OAR Songs
ORANGE MARCH

RED MARCH

T.T.T.O: Bishurin, Aish 1

T.T.T.O.: Yes we are ma’aminim (Pirchei 8)

Throughout our trials and tribulations
One thing has kept us as a nation
Lighting a path in our Tzarous
Through this dark Gulous

It’s been a motto of our people
To always care about the things we see
To acknowledge his elevated kindness
By treating one another properly

Using our Dibur in the right way
Being cautious watching what we say
Staying aware that our words leave an impact
Nitzor Lshoncha Marah

When approached with a tough situation
Always judge that person favorably
Dan L’kaf Zechus, how essential
By keeping this we’ll bring Bayis Shelishi

Peh Kadosh our might
The true answer to our plight
Lushon Tov good things to say
Brings Moshiach in our days

Shemiras Einayim guarding our vision- protecting
from aveiros
V’loh Sasuru Acharei Eineichem- preserving our
Neshamos
Fighting off our Yeitzer- No! we will not waver
Marching on B’taharah- bringing the Geulah

Bais Hamikdash going in ruins
Because of slander by fellow Jews
Sent into exile chased from our home
Into the unkown
Torah Tefillah and Yeras Shamayim
Learning from the great Chofetz Chaim
Singing Hallel praising Hashem
Will bring this Golus to an end

What we look at always leaves an impression
Affecting us in ways we cannot see
Focusing on the Ma’alos of another
Ignoring all his flaws so graciously

Back to high

In America, the land of distractions
Surrounded by Nisyonos every day
We must remain steadfast to our motto
Helping us to keep the Torah way

Kudos: Roov, AZ, Rosenberg, guard…

Back to high

August 19, 2007
World Series / Banquet / Musical

Oar inin-general
ORANGE
It happened 10 months ago on a Wednesday night in the small town of Ferndale. It was “the summer of the
tent” and Color War ’06 was coming to a close with a rocking grand sing that was held in the gym. As Rabbi K.
arose to announce the scores, some members of the green team were very optimistic as they hoped that
something could be done to help General Y.M.K.. Moments later they walked away with their faces down
trying to recover from a strong defeat. I’m sure by now you get the point of the story- the word “fix” doesn’t
exist in C.A.. Although the above proof may be quite a strong one it was totally unnecessary when it came to
OAR ’07. The Orange team pounded Red so hard that there was simply no room to even think that Red got
close. Of course the smashing victory was only thanks to the greatest campers and staff members who went all
out for the color “Orange”. As much as I will try to thank you below just remember you really deserved more.
[In alphabetical order!!!]
Avi Mori, Meir, and the entire head staff shlita – To properly thank you for all that you do including the zechus
of being general would simply be to hard so I have to cut this thank you short.
General “Mord” – Whether it was going crazy with the t-shirts or the unbelievable achdus you displayed I must
say there are not to many guys around as great (especially with such middos tovos) as the famous general
“Mord” It was so much fun doing OAR with you!
P. Faska & N. Katlowitz – A play without props is no play. Just knowing that guys like you where the “men
behind the scenes” made my life so much calmer. Thanks. Thanks. Thanks.
S. Friedman, S. Gray, S. Meth – Your debuts on stage where fantastic, it’s always great to see new talent.
Thanks also for taking activities and giving it all you got.
S. Fried – They say a picture worth a thousand words, but your banner was “priceless” It was really super.
Thanks for working so hard.
C. Glicher, T. Schwadel, C. Glicher (jr), C. Herby, A Greenberger – If there anyone who’s moser nephesh for
orange its you guys. You literally psyched orange until the kids couldn’t think of anything but “orange”. Thanks
a million – you could not have done a better job.
M. Halperin – I’m simply jealous of the “zechus hatorah” you got during OAR. The win by the Torah Bowl was
crucial for orange and you got it! Thanx again and again.
A. Z. Herby – There nothing like having the first and original general of orange on your team, especially when
he’s putting together the greatest sons and giving ideas for the play. Trust me you truly deserve all the “kuvood”
you get.
N. Isbee – You where the man who made sure camp was so “clean” during oar, your job by the races was
phenomenal – thanks so much for inviting me there we really had a great time together.
Y. Kaplowitz (Tank) – Your skit was great. Your pantomime was hilarious. Your acting in the play was
phenomenal. Thanks so much for giving it all you got and making my job so much easier.
S. Leshkowitz – With the roov on orange we knew we had the “edge”. Boy did you pull out a cheer that was
knocking, pumping, “heimish”, changed in between team times, etc. – thanks tons! Your acting was great as
always.
M. Papa – “Brother” even though you left the business I’m still your best friend and keep up the great acting.

August 20, 2007
Last day of camp – BYE BYE!

OAR inin-general
(Orange cont.)

C. Rosenberg – Definitely the MVP of orange. You literally made yourself available to do anything and
everything in your kind and unassuming way. I can’t thank you enough.
A. Schilit – Just knowing you are on your team made me feel good. Your advice and encouragement was
something I needed and thanks so much for giving it.
Y. Shafer – You really went totally “VILD” for orange. Your acting was great. Thanks again and again for a
great summer. (even if R’ Malkiel’s upset at you don’t worry you still get plenty of “kuvood”)
D. Stein – You truly “enlighten” me during first seder and “enlightened” the entire camp by the play. Thanks
for all your help by the Torah Bowl. Hatzlocha by Rebbi.
Max Weis – I don’t have to tell you because you (and everybody) knows it. Your acting In the play is going
down in the books as classic. You gave all you got towards the play and you ended up being the “talk of the
town”. Thanx a million for everything!
D. Simon – Mishpacha deserves special mention. Thanx so much for being around to help and enjoy your
“kleyne burger”.
A. Feinzeig, Y. Brodt, M. Levitan, S. Pollak, A. Heineman, H.S. Nirenberg, Y. Joselit, Y. Caplan, M. Thurm –
Seeing a young staff so eager and pumped to do anything for Orange meant so much to me. Thanx also for
taking the activities and giving it all you got making sure we won the sports.
Acharon Acharon Chaviv- To the greatest campers in C.A.- the campers of Orange Team. You not only handed
me the win but you made OAR ’07 a total blast with 2 days full of the greatest fun and achdus. Thanx and
please remember –“Lets hear you scream- Oh Orange Team!”
( P.S. please be moichel me if I left anyone out- it was an oversight!!)

General Reb Elya

Ruach Country

OAR inin-general
RED
I guess missing out on being a neighborhood day general wasn’t all that bad. It enabled me to get OAR
instead and it was one of the greatest experiences I ever had in my life. Beginning from when I came out on the
gym floor up until that last moment, I enjoyed every minute of it. Even though I lost, I think we put in a solid
effort but just came up a little short which now bring me to my ‘thank you’s.
Before anything, I would like to give hakoras hatov to Hash-m for everything He has done for me. He
has been so kind to me and helped me in all of my endeavors.
I wanted to thank the Head Staff for giving me this wonderful opportunity to be general. It’s an
experience that I really appreciate and will cherish for years to come. I now realize how much work is put in to
make OAR run smoothly.
To all the campers of the RED team- We couldn’t have come close without you guys. You really tried
hard and it was really appreciated.
R’ Elya- We went through a lot together even before this Oar began. It started out smoothly on Motzai
Shabbos but Monday afternoon was a real vilde one. In the end it all worked out (basically- except for a g, m, e,
d and y) thanks to Wal-Mart. That being said, I couldn’t have asked for a better general to go against. You did a
great job and didn’t even have to use your last name to win.
Aaron Shleifstein- You were truly unbelievable! There’s no way I could have done it without you. You
really are a unique talent. From making the songs to leading them to helping out with the play, you were really
amazing. Looking forward to shteiging during first seder!
C.Y. Gitelis and Heshy Klein- You guys did a great job on the play. Even though play guys usually have
to deal with politics you guys handled everything smoothly and really gave it your all. I really appreciated it.
S. Hirsch and Avrohom Kloinimus Kalikstein- The skits were hilarious. You came up with great chops
that were funny at the same time. Thanks a million- you guys were great!
Y. Taub- You really are an all around guy. Whether it was working with the skits, preparing and acting
in the play or doing psyche you were all over doing everything. Thanks a lot!
P. Herbstman- Thanks a lot for making sure every activity was taken- even if the counselor wasn’t able
to do it. Thanks also for helping me jog my memory after OAR was over. And thanks for the critiquing of the
songs. Shteig away in Eretz Yisroel! Have me in mind!
H. Weinreb- I know how hard the Torah bowl is and how little credit is given the the guys that take care
of it. So I want to express a special thank you for working so hard on it.
R. Weinreb- Thanks a lot for directing the play. I know it was a tough job but you came through when I
needed you. Thanks also for helping with the cleanup. You’re a great neighbor.
R. Stern- The banner was unreal! Or should I say it was so real! Had I not have known better I would
have thought it was a real picture of R’Elchonon. You really have an amazing talent. Thanks so much!
R. Borchardt- When a general sees you on his team he knows there’s one less headache to worry about.
You did a great job with the races!
Y. Lebovitz-Thanks for your input with the songs. I enjoyed working with you. And that jump was
pretty awesome!
Y. Aberbach and S. Daimonstein- Thanks for helping out with the songs. I still owe you guys a dollar.
HA HA

Ruach Country

Oar inin-general
(cont. Red)

P. Kanner-Thanks for the banner presentation. Your delivery as well as the material was great! See you
in Yeshivah!
Fonz-You Da Man! You were great in the skit! It was great to know that I had you on my team.
M. Tepper- Thanks a lot for cleanup. You did a great job.
S. Lichtman- You’re not even in camp and you’re still so involved. Thanks for all your help with the
play and thanks for the pizza!
B. Shapiro- Thanks for acting and helping out with the songs. It was good to get you some practice
before you have to do it all yourself. Maybe you’ll even daven for the amud one of these days.
M. Meisner- You did a great job of acting in the play.
M. Kohn and M.S. Feivelson-Thanks for all your work with the props and helping out with the play.
B.Z. Schwadel- Thanks for doing psyche and thanks a lot for the cap.
M. Tepper, Goody, Ernie, Abby, Y. Birnbaum, Y. miller and R. Pearl- Thanks a lot for your parts in the
play.
Thanks to all of those who took activities- S. Fixler, A. Ehrenreich, N. and Y. Abramczyk, S. Tepper, E.
Brand, B Szlafrok, C. Gross, E. Stein, Y. Birnbaum , S. Weinberg, and C. Yavne.
M.S. Thurm- Thanks for doing the lights even though it wasn’t your team. It really was a big help.
Ben-Jacob, A Buchwald, S. Ettinger, D. Lowenthal, M. Rand, N. Caplan, D. LeviThanks a lot for chipping in all around.
Last but certainly not least Bunk Lamed- You guys were so supportive. I don’t know anyone that can
throw a better party than you guys- even for the losing general. You guys were really the best bunk in camp!
I just want to ask mechilah if I left anybody out. It was truly an oversight.

General Mordy

Ruach Country

Color war songs
BLUE TEAM CHEER SONG

GREEN CHEER

T.T.T.O.: Lma’an Da’as

T.T.T.O Boruch Habah (Fried)

Rich mans breakout once again a flop
With bike show it would’ve been Geshmak
Bear on hill gives Meir the chills
Kumzits concert Carlbach overkill

Breakout this year limousine
Probably holding H and E
U.V. rays not from the lights
Rather see a show with bikes

Movie theatre in the dining room
Harry Potter five coming soon
Abusive Pollack gets thrown out of here
Herring kichel we don’t really care

Why go on trips that aren’t so near
When we have Bear Mountain here
Pastrami for juniors a big no
Because they were in Toronto

Vild Vild Vild we’re blue
With aaron at the top
Blue cannot be stopped

AY AY AY Green will end the streak
AY AY AY with Herby at the peak
Sorry Aaron this years not yours
Maybe first you should have tried OAR

Aseh is Doche Lo Saseh
Koovid not for green
We’re the winning team
Bussing tables counselors overtime
Got no shkoiach avis on the line
Talking by Z’miros is a big sin
Herby on the bench cause blue is gonna win

AY AY AY Green will end the streak
AY AY AY with Herby at the peak
Roov, Naftoli, Mordy, and the crew
Good bye, good night forever blue
Taub getting quiet on Friday night
Rather have you talking on the mike
Second trippers adding no thrill
Schafer you are getting way too vild

Baseball Sunday Zevy tries to play
At the meals the campers do not stay
Herbys Koovid, money very lame
Without Shafer you have got no fame
(BACK TO HIGH)

Elya’s twin missing this year
Probably with the booze by Meir
Al Hamichyah with Doovid
Herby’s got more koovid
(BACK TO HIGH)

Kudos: Tzvi Alter, Moti, Boruch the leader, Yoinah,
Rebba Reb Elya, Schilip, Shafes, Yitzy Lebo

Kudos: General A. Z., Roov, Mordy, Feivish (phill),
korayach

Ruach Country

Color war songs
BLUE MARCHING SONG

TEAM OF GREEN

T.T.T.O.: Kail Nekamos Hashem

T.T.T.O Tzemach

When the days of Elul arrive
We increase the awareness in our lives
Contemplating results of our deeds
Analyzing our ruchniyos needs
Sounding the shofar each day
Doing teshuvah in the proper way
Comprehending the essence of its cry
Elevating our neshamos to a high
Asay Tov- our might, fighting for our Torah day
and night
Kum Asay- get up and do, the focal point of every
jew
Doing good- showing love, for the Almighty One
Above
For Hashem- our king, an end to our galus we will
bring
Engrossed in the Tefilos that we pray
The feelings of our hearts we display
Every word that we say He holds so dear
Changing Rah L’tov for the coming year
Opportunities to give from our own
Tzedakah shows that no one is alone
Uniting Klal Yisroel into one
Tzaros of the poor we’ll overcome
(BACK TO HIGH)
As the end of the summer nears
Soon the month of Tishrei will appear
With Teshuvah, Tefillah, and Tzedakah
We will bring the Geulah B’mihairah (BACK TO
HIGH)

Marching out of mitzraim, a nation together
as one
Casting fear on all Goyim, Na’aseh Vi’nishma
Ki’echad
The torah at Sinai we did accept, warning what
not to do
Refraining from hatred, revenge and theft,
Keeping ourselves pristine jews
Shev Al Ta’aseh, our motto for life
Winning the Yetzers fight
Sur Mairah turn from evil and strife
Staying pure our theme and our might
Days, gone bad and you’re feeling so down
Hurt by your fellow Yid
Torah says look away from the pain,
Lo Sokom you shall heed
Six weekdays we perform our work,
On shabbos we must refrain
B’yom Ha’shvii AY AY Lalokecha,
Yes we’ll glorify his holy day
(BACK TO HIGH)
Life so hard in the world of today Nisivos
always around
Remaining a jew in the Torahs way ,
Soon for Bais Shilishi we’ll be bound
Kudos: Roov, Mordy, Chesky, Gen. Herby

Ruach Country

Color War
BLUE THEME

GREEN TEAM THEME SONG

T.T.T.O.:Vikovei

T.T.T.O.: V’hoo (Baruch Levine)

Winter of 29
Riots in the streets of Yerushalayim
Arabs killing Jews
They slaughter without mercy, when will it end?
Reb Yosef Chaim
Now a very old man, in his high 70’s
A Bris in old city
He was to be the Mohel, his family said don’t go!
Kum Va’asay Tov, we aspire Hashem, to achieve your
will
Performing for our king, all the Mitzvos we must
fulfill
During times of plight, we must stay steadfast and
do what’s right
Remaining Asay Tov, will keep the Geulah in sight

His uncle’s bedside, with tears in his eyes
Saying his final goodbye
A story I would like to tell you
Your father saved a great Jew
The crack of dawn, he stood there forlorn
Not sure what fate will bring
Surrounded by troops, a Nazi brigade
Fearing the end of his days
I won’t become an informer for you
A Lo Saseh, I won’t do
I’ll give my own life
I know whats right- Hashem Li V’loh Irah
We’ll give you a chance, if you abide
You must convert to our side
Not willingly he did agree
A kapo I will become

Against his family’s pleas
He does not waver, leaving them in disbelief
Through the Arab streets
Confidently walking, bullets flying by
Arriving at the Shul
Looking at their faces, feelings of awe on them
A talmid slowly asks
Under such risky conditions, why did you “have to come”

Day in and out, he did as was told
Rounding up Jews, young and old
No matter the task, always prepared
He showed them no mercy, no fear
(BACK TO HIGH 2X)
In the camp
He felt a light tap on his back
His Rebbi from youth, looked in his eyes
Don’t hurt your own brother

(BACK TO HIGH)
Calmly he explains
When one does a mitzvah, he is protected by Jashem
A messenger to do
The wish of our creator, we must carry out “his will “
(BACK TO HIGH)

Ruach Country

The midst of night, woken at once
Standing there was his boss
I need the Rabbi of all these Jews
Where did he go to hide?
(BACK TO HIGH)

Color war
BLUE TEAM ALMA MATER

GREEN ALMA MATTER

T.T.T.O. Kol Yisroel Chaveirim (Yehuda and Friends)

T.T.T.O.: Elokei Nitzor

Sleepless in the city – anxious as can be
Anticipates the morning to start Ruach Country
Hopes have reached their climax-dreams will be fulfilled
He cannot wait as expectations build
Walks into Agudah-bewildered by the sight
Tears drops forming in his eyes-something here‘s not right
“How can Ruach Country live up to its name
How will this camp ever be the same”
Camp Agudah never ends – two months that last all year
I can’t believe the Alma Matters here
Color war shows its over- the summer was so great
313 until summer `08
Many changes all around – but the Ruach still remains
And the feelings when I leave are still the same
We will always be together – we’re all one family
I’ll never forget you Ruach Country
Meir’s brand new building – the best that man can make
Best director in the world – gives but never takes
Every innovation each detail dealt with care
Agudah has its centerpiece for years
Thank you Rabbi Kaufman your devotion is sincere
Even after all these years so caring and so dear
Each and every child treated as your own
Making Ruach Country feel like home
BACK TO HIGH
Zoom Flume and Niagara Toronto Mountain Creek
Gedolim come to visit us each and every week
Carnival Cantata and heated pool
Melava Malkas new ac in shul
Davening and learning – making Hashem proud
The team plays with emotion rocking the gym crowd
The achdus is so vivid – the friendships are so real
Giving it that ruach Country feel
BACK TO HIGH
Sleepless in Agudah – dejected as can be
Dreading the next morning which ends Ruach Country
Every hope accomplished - every hope fulfilled
As expectations for next summer build
BACK TO HIGH

Tent coming down, looking around
A sorrow feeling, this barren ground
Summer ’06 fresh in his mind
Will the new building be up in time?
Arriving to camp, a pre-summer day
Bewildered and shocked, how this camp has changed
Nervous and tense, a smile crossed his face
Expecting Agudah, will be the same

Agudah you’re my home, I cannot leave go
Your friendship, your achdus, what makes your
glow
Learning and the fun, forever I’ll be
A part of Ruach Country
Never a rest, serves with a smile
The reffing Rabbi Schwebel, goes the extra mile
Food on the grill, always a thrill
Mrs. Lankry’s lavish meals, thank you for our fill
New main building, nice as can be
All the work put into it, can clearly be seen
Dear Rav Meir, you have been second to none
How can we say thank you for all you have done

(BACK TO HIGH 2X)
Shul packed at 5(am), what a sight to see
Thank you for the lively trips, a lasting memory
Shul packed at 2(pm),Shabbos afternoon
Rabbi Feifer’s “cotton-corn”, “Og” was joining too
Music night this year, Reb Shloima was here
Uplifting zemiros under Yitzy’s care
Payday carnival, oh what great fun
Sports played by all, together as one
(BACK TO HIGH 2X)
Leaving from camp, a post-summer day
Bewildered and shocked, how summer’s flown by
Bitter-sweet feelings, a smile crossed his face
We thank you so very much-RABBI K!
(BACK TO HIGH)

Kudos: General A. Z., Roov, Mordy, Feivish (phill),
korayach, Boruch Shapiro

Ruach Country

Color war
war
BLUE TEAM
Dear Blue Team,
I remember well the great times I had during color wars as a camper here in camp. It’s amazing how the
color wars (and summers) get better each year. I had a blast being general.
I want to thank the head staff for the chance at this wonderful opportunity.
Meir – thanks for giving me a home the last 14 summers.
Rabbi Kaufman – For the opportunity to be general and fore making camp Agudah into Ruach Country
Rabbi Karfiol – For all of your guidance through out the summer, the burger and the phone call during the
Yankee game.
Rabbi Wolf – Thanks for all of your help this summer you really made my job a lot easier, thanks also for the 6
point song differential.
Zev – Thanks for all of your advice throughout the summer especially with tracking down lost campers and
bears at night.
Yitzi Bald – An unbelievable talent – I’m sorry if I said anything which may have hurt you, you rock the house
and you played the alma matter ---- good.
Aaron Zev – You were the perfect person to go up against – never a fight, always a pleasure – the doctor would
be proud! KGB! If I had to lose to anybody I’m happy it was you.
Avi Schilit – It’s not “what you do” on paper – it’s the advice, guidance, and your experience. You are a great
friend to have. I apologize again for what happened on the first night. Thanks for your understanding.
E. Kaufman – Many times you don’t realize how valuable people are until they are on your team. You are
invaluable – dvar halachas, plays, skits and comedy skit. Thanks so much.
Y. Schaefer – It’s amazing what you bring to table. The emotion, heart and vildkeit which you offered where
greatly appreciated.
A. Pearl – I cannot properly thank you in this in-general. It is virtually impossible to run from writing a play to
leading songs, but you never made one complaint. Thanks.
M. Weiss – Thanks for the great acting in the play. No matter the part, no matter the time, you adjust your
acting skills to that situation. You where a big asset to the team.
M. Edelstein – The guy who says nothing but does everything. You were tremendous with your help with the
song, play, skits, grand march and everything in between.
Y. Lebo – Everything you do is so thorough. Thanks for the big win in races, the awesome grand march and the
song help.
P. Faska – As you type these words I want you to know that you were the key to our team – props, costumes,
decorations, balloons, you were there. You don’t know how to say no. Thanks!
H. Weinreb – The effort you put into the grand bechina was extraordinary. You were relentless in testing,
getting kids, and strategizing. Thanks for your drive and emotion.
R. Stern – “wow”, “awesome”, “it looks real”, where comments heard in the shul during your banner
presentation. Thanks for the hours you were locked away and for the murals as well.
S. Diamantstein – “Mr. Smiles” always cheerful, always looking to help, thanks for your help with the songs.
A. Kalikstein – “The big man on campus” Thanks for your acting, ruach, emotion, and your help during team
time. You have a big future in camp.
P. Kanner – Thanks for always asking to help and for your grand bechina assistants.
Y. Aberback – The acting, testing, and ruach went a long way. Thanks
S. Fixler – You’re the man. Thanks for leading our marches, team time help, and your understanding.
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R. David – Thanks for the activities and the march.
A. Feinzeig – Thanks for your willingness to help and the true emotion that I saw by the grand sing.
B. Shapiro - “Boruch the leader” will be leading in no time. You know you were great – your future is as bright
as the sun.
T. Abramczyk – All the text messages to help and the song assistants were great. Where is the picture?
Y. Leshkowitz – You’re a Leshkowitz, both in personality and in talent. Thanks for the song help.
Y. Joslet – I appreciate everything – the props, getting the grills, and your great ruach country spirit.
M. Tepper – I don’t remember the last time such a young staff member was in charge of so many things. The
cleanups, psyche, and raw emotion where greatly appreciated.
M. Thurm – Thanks for doing out lights even though you were on the other team, it shows what kind of a
person you are.
S. C. Kizelnick – As I read through this staff list I notice you were on our team, Thanks.
H. Schwartz, Y. Neuman, C. Lieberman, G. Diamond, S. Ebstein, Y. Kraut – You guys where great and I
appreciate all your effort.
Y. Karman, A. Horowitz, Y. Miller, R, Augenstein, A. Braun, H. Nierenberg, B. Rosenberg, A. Heinenman –
Your help with activities and psyche were awesome, Thanks.
Naftali – You where a true friend who is a great person. Thanks for all the advice.
Mordy – Yep, it’s over. Thanks for wanting to be on my team. You are such a good friend.
Roov – You pounded by the grand sing. We’ll see you in yeshiva iy’h.
I want to thank my parents for driving at a crazy hour to be by the grand sing, you don’t know what it means by
me.
If I had any other bunk I would probably write a generic “thanks to my bunk” but you guys went WAY
ABOVE what I expected. Thank you Aryeh B., Tani, Binyomin, Eli (go green), Uzi, Eliyahu, Elchanon, Moshe
(out of breath), Simcha, Kivi, Barber Nechemia, Aaron Zushe, Ephraim, Ovadia, Avigdah, and Aryeh – words
cannot describe how awesome you were during color war and how awesome of a summer you guys gave me.
Thanks for the late nights and for the greatest part of color war – coming back to the bunk after the grand sing.
Thank you Mendy and Shaya for coming – you guys are the bomb and tell you wife’s thank you for letting you
come.
A Greenberger – Thanks for the streamers and balloons, you’re the man!
Thank you campers of the blue team for everything, the sports, grand bechina, races and team time, it was a
pleasure being you’re general.
If I forgot anybody please be mochel me, its 4:30 in the morning and I can’t even remember my own name.
Thank you camp Agudah for the greatest possible 14 summers any person could ask for. Color war and the
grand sing show exactly why campers and staff members keep returning year after year. Every year I leave you
in tears “Ill never forget you Ruach Country”

General Aaron
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GREEN TEAM
12 pm, 6 hours after the deadline and an article way to long, Pinny Faska.
And the winner was green!!
Wow we ended the streak broke the curse. Green won color war for a first time in a long time and blue did not. Let me tell you a
secret the color has nothing to do with who wins or looses its you guys who put all the hard work into it. Now its 6 o’clock in the
morning and I haven’t slept in 4 days so if I left your name out and a job you did please forgive me.
To our dear director Meir for putting up such a wonderful building and keeping this camp going.
First of all to the head staff, for giving me this wonderful opportunity thank you so much. To Rabbi Karfiol, for being so
accommodating with everything this whole summer and lending your ear. How about a 5 am burger. Rabbi Wolf, for keeping me
updated and for covering for me and the rest off the counselors. Zev for listening to me rant and rave during the post games. R’ Abe,
for having so much patience with tm eth whole year, I really really appreciate it. Also for your input in the play and song it was really
helpful. P.S. New chaburah? R’ Lichtman, R’ Feivelson, for all your help throughout the summer. Avi Taub, for lending me an ear.
Rabbi Kaufman, for the shabbos speeches and the ruach, you truly are the heart and soul of camp. Thanks to my parents and sisters for
making the trip up, it really meant a lot to me, hope you enjoyed it. P.S. Thanks Avi. To my brother Chaim fot not going on the trip
and joining my team to help me, good luck in the dorm. R’ Yitzi Bald, for your loads of help with songs and for doing what you think
is best for camp not yourself, don’t let anyone discourage you, your doing a great job.
To my dear friend and opposing general Aaron Shleifstein, I could not have picked another person in the whole world I would rather
go up against. You where awesome, the achdus in this color war was unbelievable. You made this color war such a great experience
for me, see you in yeshiva KGB.
Shloime Leshkowitz –Wow the Roov Of NOAM CAME through. The songs were tremendous. The theme part two was stuff legends
are made of. You are a sickly talented man. Thank you for putting on and leading the greatest grand sing ever. Thanks for remaining
calm even though we didn’t have a song and team time was 15
Minutes ago. Remember it gets done every time and go Nel education. It really was a pleasure working ity you.
Naftoli Stern –Hollywood is looking for a new screenwriter to apply for the job. The play was great. Thanks for being there to calm
me down when I needed it most. You are New voice of reason. Your experience as a general was a huge help (especially the guidance
before the grand sing)Good luck in B.M.G.and we will see you on Motsei Shabbos in Y.T.V. P.S. Great game against Govoah. P.P.S.
The comedy song and skit was great.
Mordy Lichtenfeld –From the camper speech to the legendary Banner speech to the cheer, march, theme and alma mater. You came
through every time. P.S. you were great in the play.P.P.S. I don’t now what I would have done with out you Thanx you WANNA
WRITE OVER THE THEME A 3rd TIME.
G.”Razey” Wielgus – The grand march was great. I still haven’t figured out how it worked out so well but it did. The skit was
hilarious you make a great seminary girl. You were also great in the dinning room thank you so so much.
Y. Kaplowitz – You are funnier then advertised and you are advertised as hilarious. You better hide the pastrami sandwich. Thanx for
the skit in gym and dinning room they were awesome.
C.Gitelis –The Dvar Halachas were perfect. Even on such little sleep you did it . Thanks for the play, your work was greatly
appreciated, you would make a great Bill Gates.\
Chesky Rosenberg – The jack of all trades, Mr. Everything. I don’t know how you did it. Giving out the activities, writing over the
songs, helping with the march all at the same time, yet you did it. Thank you. I think it’s the red sweatshirt. Once it goes on it’s over a
new man becomes alive.
Shimshy Brecher – Thanks for taking care of cleanup without me having to get on top of you. The grand Bechina comeback was
classic, I owe you big time. Thanks for all of your hard work, it was a pleasure to work with you. You really are one of the best guys
to work with.
K. Y. Katlowitz – You are a true asset to the team. Three days without sleep and only work, it paid off. The costumes and props were
beautiful. You really get the job done. Thank you, you truly gave it all you got.
M. S. Thurm – Also three straight days and you manage to get the job done. It was excellent. Your work really paid off. Everything
was gorgeous. Sorry about the oaktags.
H. Klein – Thank you so so much for the play. Your part was done to perfection. You were great also in the skit. Thanks for the skit in
the dining room, believe it or not it worked. You are a talented scary music man.
E. Fogel – Thanks for the races, leading the march and the dinig room pump. It was great. Keep it up and keep pumping. Good work.
R. Weinreb – Your input in the comedy skit was invaluable.Sorry for barking at you, I was a little tense. The skit in the gym was
great, thank you. P.S. thank you for the ipod and song suggestion.
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M. Miller – Thanks for your advice and help with the songs and play. Sorry you couldn’t be there the second day. Good luck in BMG.
Your help by the grand sing was phenomenal.S. Tepper – Thanks for doing everything I asked and for the song ideas, it was a pleasure
working with you. P.S. we missed you.
D. Stein – Thanks for your help with the cleanup and grand bechina. It was awesome!
C. Glicher – The pump by team time and the front of the march rocked. Thanks a lot, it was a huge help having you there.
O. Egert – Your help with the play and song was greatly appreciated.
Y. Birnbaum – You came in the clutch big time with the booklets. Thanks. Your offer to help was greatly appreciated. Keep up the
good work.
S. Gray – thanks for all your help in everything, especially being there to help control team time and pump the kids.
S. Fried – The banner was gorgeous, all your hard work really paid off.
R. Borchardt – I told you that we would break the streak. The psyche played a big part. Thanks for the races and all. Good luck in law
school, you had a great run in camp.
M.S. Feivelson, Muti Cohn – Your tireless work with the props and costumes was noticed and appreciated. P.S. M.S. thanx for the
mural and guys for the late night.
B.Z. Shlofrock, B. Itskowitz, Y. Aronoff, C. Glicher, M. Neuberger, A Ordentlich, Y. Sprecher, Y. Katlowitz – the true heart and soul
of the team the late nights hard working costume guys. You guys were great thanks for thehard work
A. Florans, Y. Blobstein, Y. Leffel, R. Goldbaum, E. Basch, Y. Pollack, Y. Olshwang, Y. Abramcyk, Y. Sprechor, Y. Brodt, A Gluck,
E. Stein – thanks for all the psyche. You see it does win games just look at the second day with the sports scores. Also thanks for
being there and pumping up team time. P.S. Thanks for listening the second night in the canteen. P.P.S. Blobs and Pollack you where
great in the play. P.P.P.S N. Simon thanks for the mural. P.P.P.P.S. remember you guys are the future.
R Goldbaum, E. Schrone, Y M Landau, S Whitman, S Bloom, M Ginsberg, Y Tepfer, Becker, Gross, Baum, Vinitsky, without you
guys there almost was no grand sing, thanks for coming through with the booklets.
Now to my campers who helped out with costumes, Ginsberg, Tepfer, Neiman, Schroan, Zazulya, Obermyster, Kramer, Pinter,
Whitman, Thank You
M Gershenfeld, A L Gifter, C Goldshmidt, S Hochman, S Hoberman, P Kornbluth, M G Kramer, M Ludner, Y M Landau, T. Neiman,
O Pinter, S Obermyster, E Schroan, Y T Shapiro, Y Stefansky, T Zazulya, S. Weiss, A Kurstein, I could really an in-general about
each one of you but space is limited so ill keep it short. Thank you for understanding that I wouldn’t be there for 3 days, for doing
anything I ask no matter what, for decorating the bunk which really meant a lot to me. For being by and really rocking team time and
for just being there and giving me a great summer thank you.
Cosmo – For running the balloons and just helping with everything
A. Wielgus – The speech was amazing thank you, it’s a shame you couldn’t be on the winning team the whole time.
A. Schillet – Thanks for your advice and help through out the summer, it was really appreciated. Being next door and working with
you was truly a pleasure. I am sorry you where not on my team. P.S. The bathroom is great P.P.S. You are being promoted to uber
captain
Ezra – Thanks so much for the car and your ear it is so greatly appreciated, also for the morning runs it was a huge help. Thanks for
coming to the grand sing it meant a lot. Also thanks for just being there. P.S. Are you crying yet?
Whisky – for going to pick up streamers and Snapple and cold cuts.
Y Shaffer – Sorry about the shirt and the koovid I wish you could have been on my team.
Doug and Bully – For providing an entertaining shabbos.
Shamshey – for the cleaners and the txt.
Shwabel family – Again for the hock.
Strass and Mendy – For almost coming.
D. Becker – For the mid grand sing note it was a surprise. Thank you Yosef Aaron for the delivery.
To the greatest campers in the world, the campers of the green team, you guys truly won this war from the sports to the grand bechina
to the songs you guys were awesome. We could not have done it without you I hope you had a great time.
Last but not least to Camp Agudah, for giving me the best 14 summers a person could ask for. FOREVER I’LL BE A PART OF
RUACH COUNTRY –

General A. Z. Herby
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BRING BACK THE GO KARTS!!!!!!!!!
It has been 6 years since Camp Agudah has heard the roaring engines of the go-karts racing the tracks. The
vivid memories of the speeding karts scorching the tracks will forever stick in my memory.
I still remember that beautiful morning as I made my way to the head counselor’s office to check up our
day’s activities. As I glanced at the chart rolling my eyes down to my bunk the words “Go Karts” glowed so
brightly. I immediately let out a loud shriek of joy as I ran to tell my bunk the exciting news. We failed cleanup
that day due to the arguments of who would be the 1st ones to ride the go-karts. At breakfast we were notified
that if the entire bunk would not return to the bunk during the 1st activity we would miss that night’s barbeque.
Believe it or not but the bunk was willing to forfeit the bbq in order to have the full activity of go-karts.
Learning groups that day flew by as a blur as all I imagined was the roaring engines racing around and round
the tracks. The long awaited announcement finally came “camp agudah learning never ends 1st activity begins
now”. I immediately rushed down past the dining room, past the shul past the old baseball field #3 and finally to
the track. To my dismay I was not the 1st one there, 5 of my bunk mates made their way to the tracks
immediately after breakfast pretending to be learning with their pocket mishnayos. They waited almost 2 hours
just to be part of the 1st group to ride the go karts. The SP in charge of the go carts listed some basic rules before
he let the bunk begin. We put on these huge helmets sat back tapped the gas and off we were speeding down the
tracks at over 30 MPH, one lap after the next, the excitement kept on mounting. I zoomed from lane to lane
cutting off one racer after the next. I remember anxiously awaiting my turn and counting every passing second
as I awaited my turn during rotations.
After about 45 minutes of the most amazing activity that Camp Agudah has ever had we made our way back to
our bunks dreaming of the next time that we would have go-karts once again. The summer came to a quick end
and before I knew it in Yeshiva I was. I clearly remember go karts coming up on a daily basis whenever I would
talk about camp with my friends.
Finally the summer came as I made my way up the front lawn I dropped my luggage and ran down to the tracks
but to my dismay there were no go-karts , no fence , no shack, all that was left was a grassy old track reminding
me of what once stood there. I ask of all campers to demand that for summer 2008 Camp Agudah buys new gokarts pave a new track and reinstate go-karts as an activity. BRING BACK THE GO KARTS!!!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Do you remember………..
Go Karts
Scuddle bugs
Keesh
Yes Ben
Fish tank
Lobby chairs
Donkey baseball
Binghamton Mets
Scranton Red Barren
Berts sports plex
Skate estates
Meir Issac’s celery soda
Build a boat
No gate
Shkoiach

Simon Shapiro
Shvartsa Wolf
Nooson water
Shtinkt Goiish
Ahron Shapiros birthday
The old canteen
The old field 3
R’ Belskys gazebo
Old paddle ball court
Social hall
Aish concert
Abandon bungalow colony
Chocolate milk
Old game room
Freddie

Big John
7th grade jc’s
Bald is beautiful
Did you learn Mishnayos today?
Raboisai come up for air
The basketball team
The old old hockey court
Torah Vodath go home
Old computer room
I left my heart in fresco frisco
Grand sing social hall
R’ Kaufmans blue shirt
Meir Frischmans mustache
Old Masmidim beis medrash
Shafer in Mechina-Whut?

Ruach Country

Boulderdash
Friday visiting day
Wire 1
Avi Taub
Alfaz
Vus Eppes?
Zeesha Ball
Bike races
Line up
Fat Duck
50 large

Memories
How Many do we Have?
By: Fish

I have been asked many times by campers: How many days off do you have? When I reply one a week or less, I
am usually greeted with laughter. You take off much more than that they exclaim. And then comes the question
that sends shivers down my spine: what do you do on an off day anyway? Well, off days are very complicated
and I will attempt to explain it to you campers who wish to know. First you must pick a day. This sounds like it
should be very easy but in fact it is the hardest part of the off day. Usually every counselor wants the same day
off. And so the bickering begins. At the end I always get the day I want because I’m very sneaky but other
counselors sometimes walk away feeling very dejected. Now we must decide what to do on the day off. Every
time, we will make grand plans on how to escape the tyranny of camp and yet we always wind up back here in
time to see our bunks go to sleep. Sometimes a day off is actually very Vild. Sometimes it is very Ungazetzed. I
vividly recall stuffing 12 counselors into a small 4 passenger car and going to Wal-Mart. Some may question
the sanity of those in the car. I question the sanity of those in the trunk (I won’t mention names). Try going on
an airplane tour and pretending to hijack the pilot. Actually I don’t recommend this but one counselor tried to
do it anyway. The results were not pretty. And then of course comes the obligatory bowling game in which we
don’t really want to go bowling anyway. And no one wants to go to Fiallakofs pizza for lunch because its too
expensive, so we end up saving 21 cents and having a horrible lunch in some other run down pizza shop. Then
its off to Wal-Mart. No one needs anything, we just like to see the parking lot. Wal-Mart has a nice parking lot.
Very nice. But don’t try taking pictures there because its against the law apparently. Some counselors think
they’re geshmak and sit around staring at nothing the whole day. To end off the day we have to have a barbeque
in someone’s bungalow colony. This can get very messy. Really. Especially if someone spills a huge container
of soft drink on your head which did happen once. Now its back to camp. Its harder to get back because now we
have to schlep a huge RC with us. But somehow we manage. So in the end we’re more tired than when we left
and we eagerly await the next off day when we’ll just relax. Seriously.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chevra Maavir sedra
Attention all campers chevra mavir sedra will begin 5:30 in the shul. These famous words echoed through the
camp every Friday. What a better way to prepare for Shabbos then to join 150 campers for one half hour before Shabbos
to be Maavir Sedra! Great prizes were raffled off each week. The senior league campers who attended were placed in a
raffle for a barbecue for the entire bunk consisting of steak and chicken.
The Chevra expresses its utmost appreciation to the past leaders of the Chevra Shimshy Brecher, Reuven
Weinreb, Mendy Silberberg Avraham Goldberg for guiding us on all technical difficulties that arose throughout the
summer.
The Chevra would like to thank Reb Moshe Usher Reinetz for getting sponsors for the prizes. The Chevra would
also like to thank Rabbi Karfiol for supplying us with great prizes including the steak and chicken. A big thank you also
goes to Moshe Halperin for always being there to help out with everything. A tremendous thank you goes to Mendy
Kunstlinger, Daniel Cohen and Meir Levy of bunk Lamed Bais for helping the Chevra run smoothly every week.
Last but not least many thanks to all you great campers who utilized their erev Shabbos in the right way by joining us in
the shul at 5:30. Remember to keep on being Ma’avir Sedra in the city. (Perhaps at 5:30).
With much Love, Yours truly and sincerely,
Hillel Weinreb
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Top 10 reason 9th graders rule
10. Ashrey, Shema, Alienu (vhamavin yavin)
9. Dougies
8. Own shachris minyan on shabbos
7. Koooooovid
6. Why??
5. High pay by night kollel
4. No cell phones, Yes cell phones, No cell phones
3. Toronto Trip
2. Rabbi Wolf
1. Cosmo
Kuddos: Thomas, Ephraim Skulnik, My Hero
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thursday Night Scare
By Fish

Everyone camper in camp has at one point or another bothered and pestered his counselor for a bbq. Sometimes
the counselor acquiesces. Yet more often than not, he will decline. Why is this? The common misconception is
that he simply is not interested. WRONG!! every counselor would love to make a barbeque every night. The
only problem is that most counselors have no idea how to. And so it was with great trepidation and foreboding
that Thursday approached. Every counselor feared that if his camper found out that he doesn’t know how to
“que” he will loose his prestige. And now he has to make a barbecue for the whole bunk! How can he save
face? Obviously he will have to bluff his way through it!(and maybe even get the campers to help). First we
have to get the grill started. Nothing seems to work. The quick thinking counselor will blame it on camps junky
grills. Finally the flame is lit. Lets put the franks on. NO! shouts all the campers. You have to wait for the fire to
die down. Again the counselor must come up with a quick cover up. “I meant to get them ready. Start cutting
them up.” Again a disaster is averted. When the fire does die down the counselor now knows it is time to put on
the food. Very carefully he lowers the franks onto the grill and waits. And waits. And waits. When are these
things supposed to be ready anyway?! Pretty soon all of the franks are burnt and the campers all start
complaining. This is one of the hardest moments to cover up. After all, didn’t he see that the franks were ready?
However I have heard some pretty ingenious retorts. “I thought you said you like them burnt” was a very
popular cover up. Now, not only is it not a mistake but it was done on purpose! Somehow all of the campers end
up getting their food without too much of a hassle and it is now time to clean up. But first we have to put the
fire out don’t we? All of the campers say the fire died a long time ago but the counselor calmly assure them that
it did not. But when the water is poured over the coals and no smoke rises it seems that the counselor did indeed
make a mistake. Not at all! Its Rabbi Kaufman’s rule that we have to put water on the grill even if there is no
fire. And so most counselors avoided being embarrassed by their campers. Until next Thursday night anyway…
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The Best Excuses Heard Around Camp
Compiled by: Fish and Kal and Fonz and AB and Shimshy and Feivel and David Bowers

For being late to lights out:
“Guys told me there is no curfew tonight”
“I was scared of the skunks”
“I was learning with a lifeguard”
“There was a lunar eclipse”
“What’s lights out?”
“I was trying to find out when color war is”
“I was working in the canteen”
“There was a long line by the staff showers”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For missing a meal:
“I was by the canteen”
“Everyone was by the pond”
“We had Dougies instead”
“I was guarding the guest Godol”
“I wasn’t hungry”
“I didn’t want to hear Avi Taub”
“I thought they were optional”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For not doing clean up:
“I don’t know how to use a broom”
“I thought it’s the counselor’s job”
“The Pollack stole the broom”
“We’ll bribe the inspector”
“My parents aren’t coming into the bunk anyway”
“I don’t like our broom”
“I never make my bed at home”
“I’m a junior Masmid”
“Cause staff does not make theirs”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For coming late to davening:
“My counselor never woke me up”
“My father told me I can come late”
“Davening is too early”
“I went to sleep too late”
“I couldn’t find my sock”
“I’m still on city time”
“I was by Gedallia’s chasuna”
“Who cares we lost the point system anyways”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For punching someone:
“He was looking at me”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For trying to take doubles by snacks
“I am double the size of everyone else”
“I’m hungry”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For waking up at 3:00 in the morning and going to the canteen:
“I was hungry”
“I thought it was trip day”
“I was sleep walking”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
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Census
1)
a)
b)
c)
d)

What happened to the other half of the janitors head?
he left in Poland
a tree fell on it
Mrs. Lankry cut it off when he was trying to steal kokosh
He cleaned it off the table together with the benchers

2)
a)
b)
c)
d)

What is Shmuly Hirshs real job in camp?
in charge of collecting Mishnayos
Camp brother
Texas diplomat
Kizzys assistant

3)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Why did camp stop serving keesh?
seaweed stopped growing in the lake
it burned down together with the dining room
they have to check for bugs and frogs
they need the $$$$$ for the new building

4)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Why does it rain in camp every Friday?
so that the counselors shouldn’t embarrass themselves playing base ball
showers for campers
so that the lifeguards can make Mincha
Erev Shabbos mudsliding

5)
a)
b)
c)
d)

What happened to Kals 1st name?
Tank ate it
he left it in Toras Chaim
He had a 1st name?
its in Asher Egerts cubicle

6)
a)
b)
c)
d)

What does Mrs. Kaufman do with the leftover snacks?
it gets sold in the canteen
its put in the keesh
she sells it and uses the $ to buy a new car
it’s fed to the fish

7)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Why were so many counselors not here the 1st half?
They were in camp Shane
The guard at the gate didn’t let them in
There was no more room on the Bnos bus
They were all dating

8)
a)
b)
c)
d)

The best example of bootleg is
counselors “bussing” the tables after meals
swim, swim, showers, prepare for Shabbos
Melava Malka on a Wednesday
The rotator pool
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9)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Why did we have to sign in at the gate this year?
people were trying to steal R’ Kaufmans new car
to keep the skunks out
the Pollack’s were trying to escape
to keep the Harry Potter book out of camp

10) Where was the staff lounge?
a) Egerts cubicle
b) head counselors office
c) Dougies
d) the bootleg lobby
11) What was the most popular item in camp?
a) Taryag Mitzvos trading cards
b) crocs
c) hick teeth
d) macaroni & spaghetti
12) Why is there a big screen in the dining room?
a) to announce Gedalia Wielgus’s engagement
b) to show movies on a rainy day
c) for the pollacks to watch television
d) to tell the campers that the bread is Hamotzie
13) Why were there so many unattached staff members second half?
a) there was no more room in the masmidim
b) to fill up the dining room by breakfast
c) Youth Corps paid well
d) To learn with the 7th grade campers by night seder
14) Why did Yossi Shafer have a clipboard, pink crocs and suspenders?
a) KOOVED
b) KOOVED
c) KOOVED
d) KOOVED
15) Why were there so many skunks in camp this year?
a) to run Dani Stein out of camp
b) to keep the campers in the showers
c) so the Rabbi can have a speech on Friday night
d) no one to clean up the garbage because the pollacks went on strike
16) Who has more Kooved?
a) Herby
b) Shafer
c) Andre
d) Harry Potter
e) Feregammo
f) Dougies
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By Reuvain Borchardt
As I begin the summer stroll that I have taken so many times before, I look around at a most familiar
setting. The late afternoon sun, a yellow-orange fiery ball low in the sky above Walnut Mountain, far across the
Camp Agudah Lake, casts its rays across the camp baseball field, in sharp contrast with the lush green turf. A
warm breeze carries the familiar country aroma of freshly cut grass through the field and beyond, as the light
wind briefly sways the majestic branches of the trees in the woods. Scurrying across the grassland, a little bird
tucks its supper of a juicy worm safely in its beak. A squirrel makes its way swiftly down the branches of one of
the trees, perhaps looking for its own meal, or simply in search of a squirrel adventure on the ground below.
As I glance across the field on this second day of Color War, I recall how just several hours before, on
these very grounds, hundreds of Ruach Country boys were competing intensely, with all the accompanying
celebratory screaming and cheering, in the morning Color War games. The campers’ voices now echo across
the baseball field once again, this time as they study their halacha booklets in learning groups.
Suddenly, my mind hearkens back to a similar scene, only it is taking place five years back – of boys
dressed in blue and green, hitting a baseball or leaping in the air to make a splendid catch, jumping - to the sky
it seems – to slam the volleyball on the other side of the net, or tucking a slap shot in the corner of the goal.
Now I recall virtually the same scene from ten and fifteen years prior – of staff members cheering on their
campers to victory, of a sea of blue or green breaking out in cheers as the game-winning shot bounces high off
the rim before finally falling through the net as the buzzer sounds. Indeed, it seems that time has now stood
still, with the ghosts of Ruach Country from years and generations past mingling with the experiences of its
fortunate members of today.
I amble through this lucky ground, on which so many boys have spent joyous summer months. As I look
up once again at the setting sun, now bathing the sky in magnificent streaks of pink and blue, it suddenly occurs
to me that the sun is setting as well on yet another wonderful summer, and with it, on my time as a member of
Camp Agudah. Suddenly, scenes begin flashing through my mind of a glorious eighteen summers spent here on
these seventy-five acres high atop Upper Ferndale Road - of intense ball games, festive singing and cheering,
amazing activities, exciting trips, and the special camaraderie with all my fellow Ruach Country boys.
As a tear - a small twinge of sadness overridden by an overwhelming sense of gratitude and happiness begins forming in the corner of my eye and slowly trickles down my cheek, I make my way past the ball fields
and courts, past the ancient yet graceful batting cages and go kart track, and wander into our glorious gym.
That familiar smell of old wood, the scratching of sandy concrete under my shoes, and the rustling of the
archaic stage curtains as I pull them shut one last time, all serve to bring back more memories that my now
blinded, teary eyes have witnessed. Of the great plays, night activities, RAGs and Color Wars. Of the special
inter - camp basketball games, with our boys rocking the house, cheering our players on to yet another victory.
Departing the gym, I am awakened from my momentary trance by the soft, graceful echo of boats
bobbing up and down in our green lake below, the gentle
ripples of the water in our pool, and the crunching of gravel under my feet as I walk through the Senior Hill. I
wander into these special bunks one last time, pausing on the porches to gaze once again at the old benches, on
which I would sit during my years as a camper, talking with my bunkmates through all hours of the night and
day. As I leave the Hill and pass the old Social
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Hall - now a Bais Medrash named for our beloved former Head Lifeguard Rabbi Refoel Andrusier A’H - I can
not help but climb its creaky steps once again and glance around, as years of memorable Grand Sings fill my
mind – of balloons and streamers, of singing and dancing, of jumping on benches and breaking the floor, and of
course, of embracing our fellow teammates and opponents as yet another victory for Blue Team once again
signaled the unofficial end to an amazing summer.
I take a long pause as I walk past the hallowed ground of our old, glorious Main Building, and
automatically I begin reminiscing about all the amazing times spent there - of meals and Grand Sings, of
cheering and screaming. I can see and feel the similar experiences of past generations of Ruach Country, in a
virtual freeze – frame of sixty-five years of glorious history. Glancing down the hill below to our new building, I
smile, knowing that it will certainly produce many more years of everlasting memories for current and future
members of Camp Agudah.
I must now pack for the final time. I pass our beloved shul and cross the Younger Hill, recalling my days
as a junior camper, of punch ball and kickball games, of mud sliding in the rain, and amazing carnivals filled
with water fights, shaving cream, punch, and cotton candy.
Entering bunk hey, which has been my home for longer than I can remember, I begin filling my trunk,
taking particular care this year to pack not just my clothing, but of course some of that extraordinary ruach that
makes Camp Agudah so unique.
Making my way down the hill and across the front lawn, I blow an extra long kiss to the Camp Agudah
sign that has welcomed us each year. As I am about to walk out the gate, the tears openly streaming down my
cheeks now, I suddenly hear the announcement, “Caaaamp Agudah’s learning never ends…” Immediately, I
begin to smile once again as I say to myself, “One’s time as a Ruach Country Boy never ends.” Indeed, as I
pass through the gate and see former campers and counselors – many of whom have children in camp today –
walking up the road to camp, perhaps to experience yet another Color War and Grand Sing, or to simply walk
the ground and soak in a bit of the special ruach, I realize - once a Camp Agudah boy, forever a member of the
Ruach Country family!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------As I near the end of yet another summer in Camp Agudah, I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude for, in
the words of the classic Alma Mater, “expectations you’ve fulfilled in every way,” and for eighteen summers
that will live on in my heart forever. All the incredible people I have met and shared such wonderful memories
with will always remain a part of me. I love you all and look forward to many more years together as members
of the Ruach Country family.
KIT 718-406-4029
I`LL ALWAYS BE A RUACH COUNTRY BOY!

Reuvain
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The three words that have no meaning “KOOVED” “UNGAZETZT”, “VILD”, (after the article
hopefully you will have a better understanding of these words)
BY: “Freshie on the hill” (Yossi Shafer)

Being new to camp I realized that everything I saw in camp basically boils down to these three words. For
instance the first thing I saw in camp besides for the Pollack with the half of head -“UNGAZETZT”-, was R’
Elya’s payos -“VILD” -and then bumping right into Max and his earpiece-“KOOVED”-(yes it was born
together with his ear). It was only till second half that I saw Alty’s teeth- “VILD”. Moving past the new
Guard “UNGAZETZT”, towards the new dining room “”VILD” and “KOOVED”, I see a “108” inch plasma
T.V.-“VERY VILD”-and “I” was then asked by R’ Karfiol himself- “KOOVED”-if I wanted a tour of the
separate dining room for mechina/masmidim ,of course the Pollack’s, and Rabbi Shwebel’s new office“KOOVED”-“KOOVED”-“KOOVED”. Moving right along past Meir’s fish pond-“KOOVED”-I attempted to
climb the mountain -“UNGAZETZT”-up to senior hill where I was assigned to my bunk titled “Freshie on
senior hill”-“KOOVED”(and politics), and then met my arch rival for “KOOVED” “HERBI” a.k.a “king of the
hill”, so I bowed down to him and then started to beg him to be on the team which he replied,” tonight
you’re on, only if we are up by thirty (not happening)-so that night as I entered the gym and “heard” no
noise from the 9th grade-“UNGAZETZT”-and then saw the team-“UNGAZETZT”-(which answered my
question as to why Chesky turned down his spot on the team), and then heard the squeak of Reuvein on
the mike- also “UNGAZETZT”- so I decided to call down the J.S.’s for them to make some noise, to
which their respond was “why should we be “UNGAZETZT” in the gym when we could be “UNGAZETZT”
in bed”. It was then that I decided to create a hockey team-now that was “KOOVED” (P.S. there will be
tryout’s for next year’s hockey team this sukccos bein hazmanim -please contact either myself or my
assistant Herby (sorry-I had to write that) as to where and when the tryout’s will be-good luck).As I passed
the canteen and saw the prices-“VILD”- I just kept on going. I Went past Crafty’s workshop-“VILD”-to the
junior hill where the 7th grade was in middle of “their” color war- “KOOVED” (thank you R’ Avraham), and
the engagement of Gedalia- “VILD”,- where I then saw Pinny shooting the camp video, with the whole
camp behind him trying to be in it -“KOOVED”,- where there he was- Andre – yes- he deserves a-“VILD”,
was in middle of disposing a garbage bag full of the new book harry potter-“VERY UNGAZETZT”. This
was so new and exciting for me that I decided to get a clipboard -“KOOVED”- to make a journal of
everything I would see, which after all this was basically seeing over 600 pairs of crocs, which gave me
the strength and courage to buy my own pair, with a color that would advertise all 3 words of this article at
once “VILD” “UNGAZETZT” and of course “KOOVED”.
Waking up on Shabbos morning without revely-“UNGAZETZT”-and still feeling that boost of chizzuk from
Howy’s tish-“KOOVED”- (even with his foot being “UNGAZETZED”) and R’ Kaufman’s speech by the
meal-very -“VILD”, I anxiously awaited Avi’s half time show by Zemiros -“VILD”, even though his son
Shlomo seemed a little “UNGAZETZED” at the time (Shlomo- don’t worry you have a very “VILD” life
awaiting you).Being that we don’t get to hear Pinny k.’s song on lashon hara- “VILD”- on shabbos, my
bunk and I weren’t so careful when speaking of the staff in Niagra-very “UNGAZETZED”-let alone the new
“price” it took to get there”VILD”. B’kitur camp was very “VILD” “VILD” “VILD” this year thanks to Herby,
the “concert”, and the rest of you. P.S. feel free to replace any of the 3 words with each other if you feel it
necessary-after all it all boils down to the way how “YOU” want to use the words.
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THANK YOU!
(REAL KOOVED)
All jokes aside I would just like to shtell real Kooved to some chevra who really helped me have a
great summer. Now I know these few lines might sound cheesy, but being that I had no room in my
bunk article to thank you I am saying it here (Pinny’s permission). First and foremost Herby, you really
broke me into camp and you gave me a great summer (it should be known that Herby is the first
person to shtell Kooved to someone else before his own) - see you in dougies. Thank you Zev, for
that opportunity to be on the team. Avi, Aron and Naftali, thanks for the hill, and helping me be part of
the boy’s. R’ Elya, Alty, and Motty, thanks for teaching me the meaning of vild, and for being a great
chevra to have in camp(see you in Lakewood-whut?). Thank you Shlomo, Chesky, Ernie, Nechemia,
”Tank”, Dani, and Hillel, for being great friends and pumping me up. Kal you rock, we have to
shmooze for year’s. Shloima (RUV), thanks for the tip’s before and during camp. Heshy, thanks for
the coaching in basketball (I’m serious), and the long shmoozes(IM’H we will be mamshich-in this
type of shprach).Shkoiach R’Avraham for all your advice and hashkafa (and the other “thing”).Thank
you R’ Levovitz for giving me a shteller. Thank you very much R’ Kaufman and R’ Karfiol for giving
me such a great opportunity, and always assisting me. Thank you Pinny Faska for putting up with me.
Thank you Baruch (yes we are brothers ) for all the favor’s you did for me. A’charon A’charon
Chaviv,bunk chaf ches(the best bunk in camp), thank you very much for giving me the best summer
of my life – you guy’s are awesome, hatzlacha in Torah Voddath and please keep in touch!
YOSSI SHAFER
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where is the
the staff lounge?
By: Agent Fox

Some say that the staff lounge is on the porches of bunks Hey and Vov. Others say that it is in the head
counselors’ office. Still others say that there is no staff lounge. Some go so far as to say that there was
supposed to be a staff lounge but the pollaks took it ove5r. What is the truth to these claims? Are any of
them legitimate? Or are these all the product of an over active imagination? The answer is yes. And no. The
staff lounge is an imaginary place that exists in all of the counselors’ heads. In order to get there you must first
reach a state of complete relaxation. Your brain must be so relaxed that you start drooling and you collapse
on the floor in a daze. Everyone around you will try to arouse you from your stupor. Simply ignore them. In
time they may also enter the mystical staff lounge. There are many pleasures to be found in the staff lounge.
Some counselors stay there for hours on end playing life or bolderdash. But going to the staff lounge can
sometimes be very dangerous. Yesterday I saw someone try to get in while they were in the pool. He almost
drowned. So you must be very careful when you try to get in. also, on a side note, campers are strictly
banned from even trying to get near the staff lounge. Any camper seen trying to relax will be penalized for
trespassing on counselors’ territory. Maybe next year there will be a staff lounge that everyone can see and
admire. But I doubt it.
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Time to Talk
By: CYFG

With few exceptions, most counselors these days have a certain device that allows them to communicate with the world
outside camp. They call this device a “cell phone”. What is the purpose of this “cell phone?” Most campers will have you
believe that it is really for them. They think that the counselor MUST let them use it whenever they want. This is a grave
error. As a matter of fact this is not what it is for. It is actually to get rid of campers when they are being annoying. You
simply have to pretend that you are on a very serious phone call and most campers will leave you alone. Some counselors
didn’t even let their bunk know that they have a cell phone. They managed to fool almost everyone. I alone stumbled upon
the truth. When I asked him how come he didn’t tell anyone he told me that it was too expensive because then everyone
wants to borrow it. I know how he feels. I am constantly being badgered for the use of my cell phone. And so it is with
great pride that I introduce to you the Cell Phone Thesis Act. This act states that it is illegal for a camper to borrow a
phone from any staff member. Any camper who is caught with a cell phone even if it is not theirs will be subject to huge
punishment and retribution. You may think that this sounds a bit harsh. But I assure you it is very necessary. Why just the
other day I witnessed an astonishing incident. A camper asked his counselor to borrow his cell phone and the counselor
told him to wait until 9:00 when it would be free. The camper then proceeded to jump on the counselor and started to beat
and kick him. I was shocked! How could this happen?! It was then that I knew that something must be done about this
dilemma. And so I hope that this new law will not upset too many people. It is only for your good that we are doing this.
In the future you will…what are you doing? Get away! Stop! Put down the knife! NOOOOO!!i
t5yfjghfjhtdkytfvcujftdjgf;ojk’oipi tyfjd y8t 5fyhfvl…………………….. THERE WILL BE NO SUCH LAW.
CAMPERS HAVE NO FEAR!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Case of the Ungrateful Camper
By: Fish

Many many years ago, one counselor decided to do something nice for his bunk. He decided that he would buy the bunk
soda for Shabbos. He quietly snuck out to Shoprite on Thursday night and purchased the beverage that every camper
holds so dear. Friday night came and by the seudah he triumphantly brought out the soda onto the table. His campers went
crazy. They showered him with praise and thanks. The entire camp was jealous of this bunk. And the counselor who
bought the soda went to sleep happy, knowing that his bunk appreciated what he had done for them. And then came the
next seuda. He went to the dining room to make Kiddush for his bunk and right away he was attacked by his bunk. How
come you didn’t get us soda for today also? They wanted to know. The counselor couldn’t believe his ears. And so the
next week he bought for both seudas. By the week after he was no longer the only bunk in camp to have soda by the
meals. Every bunk told their counselor they wanted soda. And most counselors went and got for their bunk. Those who
didn’t were shunned. Before long it went much further than soda. Pickles, hot peppers, cold cuts, herring, Chalah, the list
seemed to go on forever. And never were the words “thank you” heard. Needless to say, the counselors were very
disgruntled. Obviously someone had stolen all of the campers’ gratitude. They decided to hire a detective to find the
missing gratitude. The detective showed up and vowed to help find the thankfulness. He began searching. He checked all
of the bunks but found no gratitude. He even searched the senior league bunks. But all he found was desolation. He sat
down to ponder things over. Lets see he thought. Where did I not look. Well, I don’t have too look by the barbeques
because there is definitely no gratitude there. And I know that there is no gratitude in the dining room. Where could it be?!
He sat there for three hours when suddenly he jumped up. I HAVE THE ANSWER! He shouted. He quickly called all the
counselors together. “I know where all the gratitude is” he said. “Let me explain. All of the parents on visiting day say
that they’re children are always very well behaved. So the answer is obvious: They left the gratitude at home! So dear
campers, please remember that your counselor works very hard to give you a good time- even if you don’t get a barbeque.
Hopefully reading this will help you remember for next year to bring along some gratitude. And perhaps a healthy dose of
appreciation.
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Of Rainy Days and Showers…
By: Fish

There is a big mystery in camp. Perhaps you even noticed. Every Friday without fail at some point
during the day, even if it’s just for a minute, it will rain. This has been scientifically proven by top
experts in the country. But no one has ever given a satisfactory hypothesis as to why this
phenomenon occurs. That changes now. I have discovered the reason. I will not bore you with all the
scientific evidence that supports my claim but I will show you that my answer is in fact the truth. The
reason can be explained in one word: counselors. In order to understand this we must first
understand why it rains on any day. Ponder this for a moment: who benefits the most when it rains in
camp? Who gets to go to sleep and doesn’t have to worry about their bunks? That’s right, the
counselors. Every day that it rains you can see all of the counselors’ faces light up like fireflies. They
try to hide their joy but it is evident from the way they start yelling and screaming that they are truly
ecstatic. I can hear some of you dear readers thinking: but what does that have to do with rain on
Friday? Please be a little more patient. Now think. What gives a counselor the most anguish? Smelly
campers are the number one source of agony a counselor has. The reason is simple. When a camper
misbehaves the counselor can find relief when the camper finally falls asleep. However a smelly
camper’s smell lingers even whilst asleep thus disturbing the counselor even more than a rabblerouser. Why does a camper refuse to take a shower? Does he like the smell of sweat? Does he think
that people will look up to him? Or maybe he’s trying to break the Guinness World Record? Most
likely he is just lazy. However some campers maintain that they are simply fearful of water. This could
be true except that when it rains these same campers will run through the rain singing and dancing
and mud sliding and skipping along thus making their claims seem ludicrous. Many a time have I
seen a counselor throw a camper into the showers fully clothed because the stench became
overwhelming. This is sometimes too much of a hassle for the counselor. And so all of the counselors
called for an emergency meeting to discuss this dilemma. Shouts of exasperation were heard and the
fury of these counselors knew no bounds. “Something must be done!” was the common consensus
however no one knew what to do. Then one counselor stood up and he said “I have an idea”.
Everyone waited with bated breath. Could there really be a solution? “We will make it rain on
Fridays”. Everyone laughed. It seemed impossible. “Besides” said one counselor. “What about our
baseball game?” but most of the counselors were happy to have an excuse not make a fool out of
themselves. If only they could really make it rain… well one counselor figured out how to. He used a
single bucket of water, a toothbrush, 3 pizza rolls, a remote control car, and computer. He was a real
genius. Most people thought he was crazy and perhaps even a bit disturbed, but when it started
raining on Friday they knew he was the real deal! I figured out exactly how he did it but it is too
dangerous to put it in print. Some people might decide to try and copy his invention leading to
catastrophic results. Now you know. The secret is out. And so if you want it to stop raining on Fridays,
take a shower every day!
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A good maintenance team, but is very definition, goes unnoticed. However, the extraordinary individuals that
comprise the Agudah maintenance staff deserve cuyv ,rfv and public recognition for their efforts behind the
scenes:
▪
To Yaakov – We all owe you a ljf rahh for being here from April 30th . . . until now (wow tooo moch)
and going strong the whole time, and for the comic relief during potentially stressful times!
▪
To Boruch - Thank you for responsibly taking charge of all of the electrical and plumbing work in this
camp and doing it all with a professional edge!
▪
To Sanni – Thank you for maintaining the highest standard in Camp Agudah while juggling our “family
obligations” in the other camps!
▪
To Shmueli (ibn Fodlock) – Thank you for getting EVERYTHING in the world done while still being
on time for vjbn!
▪

To Shlomie – Thank you for being responsible, reliable, dependable and punctual, It was a pleasure!

▪
Special thanks to a wonderful counselor, Avi Schilit who undertook to help camp in the preparations for
summers 2006 and 2007. Your efforts were greatly appreciated and made ALL of our lives easier!
▪
To BZ and Chaki – Thank you for always making yourselves available to give us an extra hand on your
own free time!
▪
Thank you to all of the counselors and JC’s for helping us maintain the camp throughout the summer as
well as for your efforts in the dining room. Your help was greatly appreciated and it was especially beautiful to
see everyone working together as a team.
May we all be vfuz to come together next year sjh od ohjt ,ca in Camp Agudah in ohkaurh!
Shimon Newmark
Assistant Director
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LG Aardvarks will have toes before…
Reuven Augenstein
Yechiel Barnetsky
Yossi Blech
Yaakov Yitzchok Blobstein
Reuvain Borchardt
Avraham Braun
Yisroel Moshe Brodt
Yaakov Yitzchok Bukspan
Nachum Caplan
Yitzchok Caplan
Shloimie Ettinger
Avromy Gluck
Yossi Karman
Tzvi Klein
Sholom Lerner
Dovid Lowenthal
Yaakov Miller
Yitzchok Z. Miller
Yossie Pollak
Meyer Chaim Rand
Chaim Yitzchok Scheiner
Menachem Tepper
Menachem Shimon Thurm
Shalom Weinberg
Yehuda Zucker
Reuven Schloss
Yanky Hirschel
Max Weiss
Heshy Klein
Shmuel Shachter
Muken
Mrs. Rand

Remember to bring sun tan lotion to the pool
Sits down in the lobby
Gets me my cards like he said he could
Moves to Argentina
Gives up on Color war
Learns when to stop
Gets his groove back
Learns how to mow the lawn
Gets his lifeguard job back
Becomes a stapler sales man
Gets his bed before the Dr. gets it
Stays off the roof
Eats too much at the BBQ
Brings turtles to camp
Is C29 @ 0
Gets his real PhD
Will run on the basketball courts with his metal cleats
Pitches instead of Shimon
Is nice to animals
Sharpens pencils
Arranges the bulletin board
Will be allowed to cross the street by himself
Sends less than one thousand txt messages a month
Is deported to Canada
Remembers to turn the lights off
Comes to camp more often
Only does bikes and doesn’t drive the bus
Gets his summer job in Chicago
Gets me to take over his bunk again by shalosh seduos
Gets his sour cream
Stays as our waiter for the second half
Lets this article be published
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